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I NTHODUCTORY STA'rEr·.u<:NT 
1.1he Hebrew noun ~~.:?_<; deg_ ( fem. tsdagn.h) i s u sually 
r ende:ced in English t rans l ation s of the :B ible as "righteous-, 
ness." '£he verb tsed~ i s most frequently transl ated as 
" t o be righteou s ," "to be in the right," or "to be jus t," 
vvi th the !J.i.ph: i~ form of the verb as "to just i f y" cr "to 
dec l are righteous ." The a d j ective t sad:!:.9. L:; most fl~equently 
trans l ated as " righteous 11 or "jus t." In view of the diver-
s:i. ty of way s in which the root i s employed, transl ators h av e 
gradually expanded the vocabulary enliste d for rendering the 
semantj.c v ari ations of _!;_?_e~ into English . The Rev i sed 
Ste ..nd.ard Vers ion, for example , t ranslat es the Hebrew noun 
sornetimes as "right , 11 "vindic a tion, 11 "victory ," 11 salvation," 
11 t riumph, " "deliverance," "truth ," "equity," et al. 
It i s the purpose of this s tudy to examine t he seman-
·u.c var:La tions adhering to the word tsedeq in Isaiah ~0- 55 
( Deu.tero Isa i ah ). It is our thesis that the word ts~~3 
does not contain an essential meaning which can b e ascer-
tailled apart from its contextual referents. The word tsedeq 
is not inves ted by the au thor of chs . 40-55 with a semantic 
dj.stinctivenc s s that i s primarily oriente d to an explicit 
t h eolog i c<:J.l reality. We do not believe, for example, t hat 
-~~~.~.!:3. attains "the sta tus of the key to the unders tanding 
of the whole divine work of sal vation . 111 The bestowal of 
such 9. 11 s t a tus " seems to us an a ttempt to inject the word 
v1i th t.h e Vc>.lues of pos t-biblical theology. 
'rhe field of biblica l theology h as been most ac tive 
in utili z ing biblical terms as keys to theological patterns . 
Our first chapte r briefly de lineates the presu ppositions 
1 ·;/al ther Eichr od t , 'l'hcoloe:y of the Old 'fes t e.L.'lent , 
trmHJ . J . A. . Eaxer (Phila cl'81p}i1ai"-Th·e Westml11ste r }irf:Jso , 
l S 61 ) , I , 2 ~~6. 
2 
governing the treatment of t fJedeg. in the studies of sev eral 
biblical th~ .. ~o logians . The secon d chapter circumscribes the 
locus of our study of _!;~s!~' and describes some of the 
factors :i.nfluenc i ng the employment of thj_s term in Dcu tero 
I saiah. 1fh e third chapter embodies a critical analys is of 
the word tse d.£.9_ in Deutero Isaiah, with particular atten-
tion paid to the context sustaining its application . 
In this thesis, unless othenvise noted, biblical 
quotations in English follow the Revised Standard Version; 
except where emendations are noted, all transliterations 
from the Hebrew follow the voc alization of the Massoretic 
Text. 
CHAFTER I 
Walther '.E ichrod t' s approach to Old 'restamcn t theo-· 
lor;y is synthetic, i.e . , it purports to exhibit t he basic 
unity of the Old Testament "in its essential structure and 
fundamental orientation. 111 In turn , these "essential" and 
"fu:.l"ldamental 11 elements are wedded to, and consummated in, 
the New Testament material . According to Eichrodt , "the 
seLf-disclosure of the divine will in the historical guid-
ance of Israel" finds fulfillment in the New Testament, 
thus overcoming "the aimlessness into which l ater Judaism 
saw itself led in its attempt to put its Old Testament heri~· 
tage into practice, and which was inwardly crippling to the 
conduct of its daily life. 11 2 As we shall see , the presup-
ponition of "the existence of a particular kind of connex-
ion betwe en the saving events of the Old Testament and the 
transcendent saving events of the New 11 3 h as had a tremendous 
influence on scholarly treatment of the word tsedeg. This 
trea tment is often the result of an approach wherein bibli-
cal unity is discerned in the presence of a number of New 
Testament terms 11 of rich theological content which are well 
rooted in the Hebraic soil and which form a kind of frame-
work for the theolog ical structures of the New Testament . 114 
-------
lwalther Eichrod t, The_olo~z. of _!;he ,Old fcst?-ment, 
trans. J. A. Eaker ( ThiladCiphia : The V/estminster Pres s, 
1961), I , 517 . 
2Ibid., I, 519. 
3Gerhard von Ra<l , ,Old !2stamen!_ Th_c;_<_)lOgY:, trans . 
D. hl. G. Stalker (New York: Earper & Erothers, 1962), II, 
371. 
4J a-.nes B:J.rr, T~e:. s_~m~~tis:.§. 9f J2 ib~ .. L~al r.ang:ua~ 
(London: Oxford Univcrsi'iy .~ress , I9"6I}, p . '5". 
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Thus the New Testament Greelc counterparts of words such as 
!s~_c;I.eg_ are assembled accordints to "an appropriate lexical 
procedure which will bring out. their coher ence with Hebraic 
thought ."5 It is not surprising, therefore, tha t Eichroclt 
found Hermann Cremer's New 'restarnent lexical work pivotal 
to his own delineation of the Hebrew word tsedeg,_. Cremer ' s 
description of the word tsed~_g_ is paraphrased by Eichrod t , 
and is quoted by Gerhard von Rad in his own Old Testament 
Theolo~~ as follows : 
Every relationship brings with it certain claims upon 
conduct, and the satisfaction of these claims , which 
issue from the relationship and in which alone the 
r elationship can persist , is described by our term 
tse~q_ •.• tsedea is out and out a term denoting rela-
tiolli.iliip . :-:Ttdoes this in the senoe of referring to a 
real relationship between two parties . • • and not to the 
relationship of an object under consideration to an 
iclea. 6 
For Eichroclt, Cremer ' s formulation was confirmed by 
J . Pedersen ' s demonstration "of the primitive basis of Is-
raeli t e psychology" which evoked " the function of the com--
munity relationship for the total unders tanding of life."7 
For the ancient Israelite, there was "no such thing as an 
abstract formal concept which might be classified according 
to an objective standard . 11 8 In other words , there is no 
static, abstract Greek concept here , but a concrete and dy-
namic relationship which "implies positive constructive be-
havior, aimed at advancing the good of the col!lffiunity ." 9 As 
for God, "his righteousness implies the same kind of right 
5Ibicl. 
6H ermann Cremer , Biblisch_-.:~heo lofi:isc-hes ~~orterb_2tel! 
(1893), pp . 273-75 , cited by von Rad , £E· cit., I , 3~ . 
7Eichrodt, OJ2 . cit ., I , ~41 . 
8o E. c i ~· , I , 2 40 • 
9Q.E. ~j._!. , I , 2 41 . 
conduct ," d e t ~:-; rrn:Lned 1)y Israel ' s " position as the covenant 
peopl e . "10 We a re not concerned w:Lth "a mere distributive 
concept of jus t i ce" here , but with actG of righteous nes s 
which , t hrough the mediation of I s rael ' s election, seek to 
bring "bless:i.ng to the whole world. 1111 Whereas in earlier 
time:-J "God' s r .i.ghteousness seems only to have been spoken 
( " 
::> 
of i n connection w:i.th his help agains t outside enemies ,"1 2 
the 1n·ophets l a ter ar>socia t e d God ' s righteousness w:i. th his 
h olinens , and based God ' s "intervention for the res tora tion 
of the covenant people firmly on his position as T.Jord of the 
Unive:.cse ." God ' s righteou sness was thus libe r a t ed , cla ims 
Eichrod t, "from the ego istic limitations of n a tional self-
inte r eo t, " and became representa tive of "the world-wide 
pu.rposes of divine authority . u 1 3 
Accord.ing to Eichrod t, it was "Deutero-Isaiah who 
f irs t elevated the concept of God ' s righteousness to the 
status of the key to the unders tanding of the whole dtvine 
work of salva t ion . " With this prophet , God ' s righteousness 
beca.J'ne coupled with concepts of "lovinekindness, loyalty and 
succour ••• Eui; the decisive e l ement was that of God ' s gif·t 
of salva tion, both to Isra e l and to the Gentile world ••• 
th:L s .righteou s de aling on God ' s part , which was a t fi r st 
purely a product of the covenant relationship," was trans~ 
for!ned by Deute-ro I saiah in-co a univers a l conc ept. 14 "God ' s 
loya l adher ence to an e t ernal purpose shines forth in all 
i-t s s:plenc.lou:r, '' continues Ei chrodt. "1·he mai<J.tenance of the 
- ·--·--· .. ------
100~ . cit . 
' I' 
241 . 
lloE. c j_ t . 
' I ' 
2 44. 
1.29.12· cit . 
---~- ' I ' 242 . 
l \~i2 · _9i!.' I' 2 45. 
l4o p. ci t . 
' I ' 
2 46- t't1. 
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Euman effort is of small importance since " the relationship 
of l egal obligation has become the r elationship of grace . 1115 
At f i rs t gl ance it i s difficult to asc ert ain the de-
cis:i:ve importance of Cremer ' s de:fini tion for Eichrodt ' s for-
mula tion of tsed~. as an essenti al concept in salvation 
his tory . Creme r ' s definition , which speaks continuously of 
" r el ationship" whil e st:r:-cBsing the concre te character of 
this r elationsh ip, seems devoid of t h eological c ontent . It 
merely seems to of f er a s t arting point f or Eichr odt ' s more 
energetic discussi on of the "conce pt ." 
It was Cremer's pr esupposition that the language of 
the New Testament--a l anguage rooted in t he Hebrew l anguage--
r eflects " the ultimate theologic al real:Lties . "16 From a 
survey of the lexical s tock of the :Sible , Cremer a ttempted 
to portray the " language--moulding power '' of Christianity. l7 
n e made a cliGtinction between the "old content " of t h e wo r ds , 
and the "n ew content . 11 This new content was not , in mo s t 
c ases , g enera t ed by the impact of Christianity, but was 
u sually " the r esu l t of the expression in Gr eek of an an-
ci ent h eritage of Hebrew thought . 11 18 Fo r Cremer, "the ' old ' 
is the Hellenic-Hellenistic thinking assoc iated with the 
words , the ' new • is the Hebra i c·-Chris tian stream of t h ought . "l9 
The contrast between Greek and Hebrew thought, which 
is r eflected in Cremer 's definit ion of tsedeq , i s of funda--
mental importance to many biblical theologians . It devel·-
oped out of the biblical theologians ' a ttempts to view the 
biblical mat erial as a unity , and to demonstra t e a system 
15o:e. cit. ' I, 217 . 
l6Bar r , op. ci_!. , p . 44. 
17 012• ci!. , p . 238 . 
18o:e. ci!_., p. 241 . 
190 12. cit . , p . 241 . 
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of int:ca--biblical connections . These at t empts ·uere reac-
tions against both the Hellenistic interpretations o:f the 
New 'f es te.ment by philosophical theologians, and against the 
fr a&mentation of the Bible wrought_ by the analytic tech-
niques of .literary criticism. "The reaction tried to ·show 
that the Nev1 'restament did not necessarily share the typical 
forms of Greek thought just because it was written in Greek, 
and that a better more natural sense could be made of its 
words by rela ting them to the heritage of Hebraic thought . 11 20 
It was also an attempt to show that the New Testament, and 
not Rabbinic literature, was the rightful heir to the "dy-
namic" movement of the Old Testament . 
Returning to Cremer ' s definition of tsedeq, we see 
that he emphas izes the dynamic and concrete (Hebraic) as-
pects of the word, as opposed to static and abs tract (Greek) 
aspe0ts . 'r sed~ i s the satisfaction of c l aims deriving 
from a relationship; ~~edeq itself denotes an active rela-
tionship--"a rt!l-3.1 relationship between two parties" and 
not. 2. qual ity abstracte d from an _ide~ of tsedeg . Cremer ' s 
key word is "relationship" b ecause it opposes any idea of 
an intern al quality or of an actual condition of tsedeq . 
There is no idea of a norm here , or of an ethical quality ; 
"the specific· relationship in which the agent finds him-
self is the norm. 1121 ~~edeg, is unconditional : "a person is 
righteous because he acts justly; he does not ac t justly 
bec ause h e i s righteous . 11 22 This latter s t a tement is an 
example of the semantic twists which the biblical theologians 
20Q..E· .£i !· , pp . 9-10 . 
2lvon Rad , 9_E· cit . , I, 371. 
22Ednond J acob, Theola~ of the Old Tes tament, trans. 
Arthur W. He athcote and-l'hiiTp-J-. -AIICo'CK-( New York: Harper 
& Brothers, 1958), p. 95 . 
a r e often forced to construct in order to describe ts edeg,_ 
as an action instead of a state . 
8 
As an abstract noun , t sedeg,_ po s es a particul ar prob-
l em for those biblical theolog ians who assu__rne that the con-
creteness of the Hebrew mind is r eflected in-what they 
wrongly consider-the paucity of abstract nouns in the 
Hebrew. 23 Thus they take great pains in showing that. al-
though ~sedeq is an abstract noun, the Hebrews did not think 
abs tractl y about t~ede~. Probably they usually did not; .but 
neither did the Greeks ("abstract " as a description of a 
noun i s r ather obscure anyway, and we doubt that the appel-
l ation reflects the thought processes behind a noun ' s so-
cial use) . Here is Gregory Vlastos' description of what 
the Greeks commonly understood by the word dikaiosype : 
The word could carry a sense broad enough to cover all 
virtuous conduc t t owa r ds ot hers , though f or t h e most. 
part it was used in a more specific·· sense to mean re-
fraining from ~'leonexia , i.e . from gaining s ome advan-
tage for oneeer~·-·grabbing what belongs to another-
his property, his wife , his office , and the like--or by 
denying him what i s (mora lly and legal l y) due him--
fulfillment of promises made to him, repayment of monies 
owed t o him , respect for hj_s good name and re}:.-"Utat ion, 
and so forth. What holds these two senses together is 
that dikaiosyne is the pre-eminently social virtue ••• 
And this i s precisely wh a t is missing l.n the Plat.onic 
definition, which purports to define a man ' s justice 
in ter~s of the order which prevail s within his psyche . 
This is odd, and altoge ther without parallel in the 
Platonic corpus. Though Plato sometimes redefines 
Greek words, hi.s formulae manat;e to keep good contact 
with the u sual meani ng .•• Not so h ere. If a contempo-
r ary had been told that there is an enviable state of 
soul, char acteri zed by :proper ftmc t ioning of every one 
of its parts , only by accident could he have guessed 
that this is supposed to be the moral attribute of justice . 24 
23Barr , op. cit., p. 28 . 
2 4Gregory Vlas tos , "Justice and Happiness in the 
Republic , 11 Pl a to: A Collection of Critical Essays , Gregory 
VTastos , editor-cNev,;_,_Yo:dc!-TioubTeday '8: co:-, 1.9'71) , pp . 70-72 . 
9 
It is obvious that the common Greek wlderstancling 
o:f the \'tord dikaios~~ 1s no le s s 11 concrete " than-e..nd v ery 
similar t o-th e cormnon Hebrev; uncl t~ rs tandine of the word 
~sed.e~9. as it i s used in numerous biblical pc:.ssages . The 
abstract Platonic d efinition i s just as inimical to the 
common Greek u sage as it is to the Hebrew u sage. 
As mentioned abov e, the eff orts to contras t Greek 
and Hebrev1 thought were generated by at t empts to vievv the 
Bible as a unity, and to d emonstra te the intrinsic relation-
ship be tween the Old Testament and the New. Important New 
Testament wox·ds (or "c oncepts ") were s een as natural exten-
s ions of certain Old Testa..'Ilent words , i.e., the cumulative 
development of a specific word was viewed a s a "pre figura-
tion" of the use of tha t word in the New 'res tament. Thus 
Faul' s u se of the word dikaiosyn~ was cons idered a natural 
h e ir to the Hebrew t s ed e_9.. , especia l ly ins ofar as t h e Hebrew 
term i s found i.n a context which has something to do with 
the h istorical acts of God . In such contexts, the word is 
deemed to be oriented to the "sa lvation history" which cul-
minates in the New Testament. In Deutero Isaiah, t sedeq_ 
and its cognat es are use d primarily in contexts concerned 
with God's activity . This is why the description of tsedeg 
in Deutero I saiah is cons i.dered crucial to many biblical 
theolog ians. 
For Eichrodt, as we have seen , t sedeq implies c-om-
munity conduct and God's own conduct in rela tion t.o the 
covenant. But in J)eutero Is a iah, the word expands into a 
"key to th,:; und,~rs tanding of the whole divine work of sal-
v a tion. 11 It becomes a universal conc ept implying a "rela-
tionshi p of g r ace . 11 Its c onnection with Paul's dikaiosx.n~­
b ecomes obvious . Thus viewed , Paul's _9-ikaio~_yne i s pro perly 
e.liena ted f rom "abstrac t 11 Greek u sage dealing with norma-
tive moral and l egal conduct. It is ins t ead rooted in an 
10 
assUJned Hebrew "salvation v ocabulary . 11 Cremer posite<.l 
!~~_deq_ as a concrete and dyn amic r el ationshi p because "for 
Paul the term !Jg:£1teousness ?f_ god_ h as a spccifj_c , dynamic 
meaning . It primarily refers to how God acts and r elates 
to man cmd his history. 1125 "God r eckons f aith e.s righteous--
ness and thus puts a man j_n the right _ before him • • • this 
righteousness is not an ethic al quality, but a relationship. 1126 
Cremer • s emphases in his formulation of ts e_q.~ were strate-
gic emphases, serving a theological pu~cpose . Eichrodt ' s 
enthusias tic treatment of tsedeCl in Deutero I saiah was an 
elaboration of this purpose . 
At this juncture it should be made clear that we are 
not here concerned with the v alidity of any theologica l 
doctrine, nor with whether or not certain events in the Old 
Tes t ament can be "recognised as prefigurations 11 27 of New 
~I' estament events . Nor are we concerned wi th actual or ima-
gined differences between Greek and Hebrew thought proc es-
ses . Ins t ead , we are questioning a methodology which seeks 
to demonstra te the se things through l exical stocks, as i f 
the religion of ancient I srael consisted primarily "in the 
i ssuing either of new words or of new YlO r d-conce pts or of 
new conceptual ' content ' for old words . 11 28 We are specifi -
c ally conce:rned with how this methodology h as affected the 
unders t anding of t he word tsede.9._ as :i.t appears in Deutero 
Isai ah . 
25Robert A. Spivey and D. Moody Smith , Jr. , Anatomy 
of the New Testament , 2nd edition (N ew York : 1fiacmilianJ.:uo-
ITsiTngCo . -;-19·~r4)-, -p . 338 . 
26Io id., .351-52 . 
27von Rad, oE· cit . , II, 371. 
28narr , o~ . cit . , p. 263. 
11 
Unlike :Eichrodt, Gerhard von Rad c.loeG not consider 
the primary task of biblical theology to reside in a descri p-
tion of the unity of the Old Testmuent. 29 But like Eichrodt , 
he assumes a "particular kind o:f connexion between the sa1r:ing 
events of the Old Testament and the transcendent saving 
events of the New. u30 Therefore, von Rad does not confine 
himself "to the Old Testament ' s own understanding of the 
texts," but views them "as part of a l ogical progression 
·whose end lies . in the future . " 3l While von Rad does not 
ostensibly believe that the correspondence between the two 
Testaments lies "primarily in the field of religious terrni-· 
nology,"32 we see that much of his work hinges on "the 
ultimate theological reach" of c·ertain key words which 
"only become clear to us on the basis of the New Testament.n33 
One of von Rad' s key words (he c alls them "concepts") is 
!~~~~e~l· Von Ra d ' s ex pos ition of ~sede~ pi v ots on Cremer ' s 
definition, since he too is attracted by differences in 
Hebraic and Greek ( 11Vlestern " ) thought processes. Also , von 
Ra.d v:i.ews tsedeo as a prefiguration of Pauline usage which 
failed in finding its "ultimate and appropriate fulfilment 
in the Old 'rea tamen t. n34 
In his attempt to exhibit how "ontologically dif-
ferent" the Hebrew use of tsedeq is from the Greek, von. 
R.ad decided that " the numerous references in which tsdaq§ili 
appears in connexion with the preposition b- suggests that 
tsd~.ah seems also to have been understood in an oddly 
29von Racl, op. cit . , II, 427. 
30Qp. cit. , II, 371 . 





cit . , 
cit . , 
cit . , 
cit., 
II, 371. 
II, 382 . 
II, 372. 
II, 37 3. 
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!::>patial way, as something like a sphere, or pO'Ner-chargcd 
arca ••. Of cours e the exege te here encounters great diffi-
culties in interpretat ion, for this spatial and material 
idea of ,:tsda9.ah is s o s trange to us." 35 We would say, in-
stead. , that any interpretive difficulties stem not from the 
t)- prefix (which u su ally g ives us the adverbial form of 
ts_9-_§._g.a!~_) , but from obscure, often metaphoric al contexts, 
or from puerile efforts to envisag~ the word. as ontologi-
c ally different. 
It i s worth noting here that both Eichrodt and von 
Ra d acknowledge J. Pedersen ' s contribution to their own 
perceptions into the ancient Israelite '· s "ontologically 
different" conception of t sedeq. Peders en, a.s is well known, 
"sought to explain Israel's religious culture by analyzing 
the cha r acteristic conceptions of the Hebrew mentali ·ty. u36 
According to Pedersen, the se conceptions corres ponded to 
prjJni tive notions. His ana lysis was grounded on the assump-
tion that the Hebrew language-in its grammatic al structure 
and l exical stock--was a perfect reflection of Israelite 
thought. 37 Gl.anc ing briefly at Pedersen's lengthy inter-
pretation of "righteousness ," we find that "A just and true 
god is a god who throughout. agrees with the being of a 
god ••• to have a soul constructed in such a manner that it 
could maintain itself through all actions ." 38 Since right-
eousness is u sually a claim on the stronger, it is a "kingly 
35op. ci~., I , 376. 
36Herbert F. Hahn, Old Tes tament in Modern Hesearch 
(Philadelphia : Muhlenbe~C'g Pres·s~ 195 4}~- -p: 68. -
37Barr, op. ~i't., p. 41. 
38Johannes Pedersen, I srael: Its Life and Culture 
(Copenhagen : Br anner Og Korch--;-T92b , repr 1ntedT9b4) , II , 
338-39 .• 
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yj_rtue . 11 39 According to l;edersen , "righ teousneos is neve r 
an abstract demand which :Ls put in the same way to ull men, 
not s omething external , but the very const i tution of the 
soul. 11 
The mighty hc:w more right eou sness the,:n the weak , because 
he h an greater s-trength ; his g oodness is greater , because 
he can put. more into it; his cla ims, but a l so his duties 
are g71,.0ater , because he h as the power to give and take 
more . 
Von Rad credits Pedersen for "hav i ng unfolded the 
concept in its differentia tion from all idealistic and bu-
. t . . d " 4-l <:; t t p d ' d . .J. • mar11.s ·1c 1 eas . .Lu· o us, e ersen s escr1p u1on seems 
hopelessly ideali s tic--an attempt to read a few theoretical 
ideas concerning primitive psycho1ogy into t h e biblical text. 
It i s perhaps ironic that Pedersen's phraseology i n the pre-
ceding passages is surprisin gly similar to that of Aristotle 's 
)i_i cl1 o_~~-~.9.E:..~§E. ~~th:_ic_£ , and even to s ome of Ni et zsche ' s writ:.--
ings . His phraseology-supposedly jnriic·at i ve of anthropo-
log ic a l investigations into primitive concepts such as 
me.n§.l:_-.0 ften seems disc one ertingly reminiscent of some i deal-
is t ic "Wes tern 11 phi loso phies. 
He turning t .o von Had, we see that t sedeq , when pred.:.-. 
icat ed of God, means God's "saving acts in history," the 
use of which "reaches its climax in Deute ro Isaiah. u 42 Ye t . 
in contrast to Eichrodt, von Rad 1 s sensi tivity t .o forro-cri ti-
cj.sm allows him t.o r ec ognize tha t Deutero Isaiah 1 s use of 
the term i s often determined by the cultic language which 
he enlisted in his poetry, " a nd i s in consequence certainly 
older th2n Deutero-Isa i ah himself. No r a dical trans f ormation 
39Ibid., II, 344-. 
'10 I b i ~ . , I I , 3 60-- 61. 
41Von Had, OE· ci!_., I, 376 n. 
429P· £_~_j;_ . , I, 372. 
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or develo pment of the ancient Israelite idea .of J ahvveh 1 s 
righ teousness is discernible.'' 43 In his sea rch :for tsedeq_ 
as a developmenta l prefiguration of New Testement fulfill-
ment , von Had doe s not t a rry with Deutero I sai eJ1. 
With some hyperbole , von Rad claims elsewhe re t h a t 
"the term 1 righteous 1 ( tf?.~.<!~_g.) was scarcely predicable of 
anyone in ancient Israel apart from cultic considerations ."44 
Thus von Rad seeks the "theological reach " o.f the term in 
the so-c a lled "confessiona l :formulae. 11 Vlhereas the earlier 
formulae (such as those fov..nd in Dt. 26 and Ezek . 18) "are 
such as an Israelite could use in all honesty, since they 
concerned demands which it was quite possible to meet fully," 
the l ater formulae ( as found primarily in the Psalms) pre-
sent us with "a progressively idealized portra it of the 
1 righteous mc:m. '" 45 In this idealization, ac c ording to von 
Rad , we see a process which is becoming " subjectiv e and in-
wa rd-looking, so that the acc ent is now upon the inward and 
personal attitude of the worshipper. 1146 Reliance on one's 
own righteousness i s gradually viewed as untenable. Fa ith 
becomes connected with righteousness. Von Rad finds the 
earliest example of this connection in Gen. 15:6 where 
~sed~ has been transferred from objective u se to "a sphere 
of a free and wholly personal relationship between God and 
Abra.~am. u 47 Here he contrasts the Elohist' s view of "inward 
43Q2. cit., I, 372. 
44-Gebhard von Rad, 111 Righteousness 1 and 'Life ' in 
the Cul tic Language of the Psalms ," 'l'he Probl em of the 
Hexa teuch end Other Essays , trans. E~{. 'r:ruemin-DiCken 
(New York :McGraw-Hili , 1 966), p. 249. 
45Ibid. , p. 251. 
46von Rad, "Pai th Reckoned as Righteousness, 11 The 
Problem of the (Iex_§.teuch, 2P· cit., p. 130. 
47o~. cit., p. 129. 
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faith " with the l ess sublim e description of Em · obj ectiv e 
cul t i c act in the Yahwi s t passages of 15 :7 f'f. 48 Von Rad' s 
comparis on is s omewhat wec.kened by his blithe acceptance 
of he ' emin as a term ____  ,.. __ indic a ting "inward f ai th . " I t i s all 
but obviated v1h en we consider the :Likelihood tha t ·. both 15 :6 ---
and 15:7 ff. are products of the Yahwist . 4-9 Still, we are 
not i nteres t ed in _refuting von Rad ' s search for New Tes ta-
ment pr ototypes in the Old , but merely :in s howing his at-
tempt to ascert ain a theolog ical pattern in t h e development 
of a "key" word. We a l so f ind it important t hat-unlike 
most biblical theologians working with tsedeq-he did not: 
find Deutero I saiah ' s use of tsede9.. as essential to the 
exposure of this pa·ttern . While we question von Rad ' s at-
tempts to show the "theol og ical reach " of certain words , we 
f ind th2.t his fo rm--critical awar eneEJs makes many of his 
inte:r-pretati ons more plaus:Lbl ~ . The form- critical approach 
has a t l eas t made him wary of over--extending the scope of 
many of the contexts in which thes e wo rds are found. 
Norman H. Snaith ' s approach to tsed~ i s etymologi-
cal . Unlike von Rad and Eichrodt , Snai th ar gues that ~tsedeg_ 
i mplies conformity to an es t ablished norm. 50 He derives 
his argument from "the original me::ming of the Arabic t sa-
daqa" which he defines as "to be strai ght, firm. 11 51 rrsedeq 
"thus very easily comes to be used as a figure for tha t 
which is, or ought to be, firmly es t ablished , succ essful 
4-8op. cit., p. 130. 
49cf . E. A. Speiser , "Genes i s ," Th e Anchor Bible 
(Garden City, N.Y . : Doubleday & Co . , 19b4)-;pp:-1IO-::-IT5 . 
50Norman H. Snai th , The Dis t i nctiv e Ideas of the 
Old Testament ( Fhil ad.elphia : 'l'hc- i,•tes t!Il.inster 1:1res'S; 1946) , 
p.-9~----
51Ibid . , p. 91. 
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and enduring in humnn aff a irs . 11 52 Early on , the Heb r e·..v 
t s~_<!eg_ became connec ted with e thic al and j uristi c conduct, 
but by t h e eighth c entu r y, according t o Snai t h , it is al-
r eady "invading the salvation voc abul ary. 11 Bu t . t s edeq in 
the juris tic s ense i s " .incidental b ec au s e t s~d~q_ actually 
s t ands for t he establis runent of God's will in t h e l and . 11 5 3 
Snaith cla i ms that. Go d' s will is es pec i ally conc erned with 
" t ho s e who cannot themselves secure t heir own r i ghts . "54-
Therefore, t sedeg_ "shows a persis tent tendency to topple 
over into benevolence , and easily to h ave a special refer-
ence to tho s e who stand in dire n eed of a Helper. "55 The 
idea in t sedea of "mercy f irst and jus tice afterwards 11 wa s 
clear to early Greek translators of the Old Tes t ament who 
s ometimes r endered t sedeq a s ~leos ( pity , mercy) . 56 This 
i s moBt convincingly confirmed in the post-biblic al u s e of 
t he word , where t he Hebrew tsdaqah , l ike the Arabic tsada-
qa , c ame mos t f r equently to mean "almsgiving and benevo-
- - I; 
l enc e." ./7 Although he admits that this l a ter u sage does 
not prove anyt hing in its elf with r egard to Old Testament 
u sage , Sna ith cavalierly claims tha t "where there is smoke, 
there is fire ." Post-bibli cal u sage "may be t a..'ken as a 
l egitimat e development of an element which was cont a ined in 
the root from the beginning . n58 
According to Sna i th , a f'urther stage in the develop-
ment of the word t s edeq which departs from any ethi cal 
52Ibid., p. 92 . 
5 3Ibid. , p. 87. 
54_!bid . , p . 88 . 
55rbid. , p. 97. 
56Ibid. , p. 89. 
57rb~~- , p . 88 . 
58I bid . , p. 90 . 
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content , is found in Dcutero Isaiah. Here we find tha·t the 
me:,uLi.ng is "chiefly s oteriological •.. 'fhe word formG part; of 
Sec and- Isaiah ' G a alva tion vocabulc.ry •.. the emphasis is on 
God. ' s mighty work in sc.wing the humble. " This emphasis 
"nH~.ches its Breatest heights of inspiration" :Ln the vic a r --
ioun " suffering of the Servant, bruised ancl dyinG in order 
that the many transgressors may be brought once more t .o 
prosperity according to the good pleasure and will of G-od ." 
Snaith concludes that the " idea of salvation is everywh ere 
domtnant." 59 
Fo r Sn a ith, then, tsed_23_ primarily means 111)enevo-
lence " and "mercy " which in Deutero Isa i.ah becomes merci-
ful and unconditional salvation. Here , according to Snai t h, 
we are presented with the "rudiment s " of Pauline usage 
vrhere "Righteousness is a result of salvation and not a con·-
dition o f i t ." 60 Snaith takes gr.eat pa ins in s howi ng that 
:Paul ' s us age muGt not be studied from " the Greek point: of 
view ." '.rhe Hebrew mee.nings "must be carried over into the 
61 
New 'ft~S tamen t." 
It i.s interesting to note the strategic twists that 
Snai th performs in order to obta tn his theological goal . 
62 
That 'tsede<J.. stands for a "norm in t h e af.fai rs of the world ," 
which in turn s tands '' fo r the establishm.ent of God ' s will 
in the land," is pre~3Upposed by the 11 original meaning of 
the A:rabic ~~~dag,~. 11 That . God ' s t .sede9.. 11 shows a pers i s t ent 
t enctency to topple over into benevolence " and mercy is c:on·-
fir.med both by post-Abiblioal Hebrew and Arabic usag e , and 
also by the sporadic · renderin~ of tsedcq_ in the Septu agint 
. 59Ib~~~ · , pp. 116-17:. 
60 Ib. i ~-~-· , p . 
61 Ib:Ld . , p . 





as eleos . Therefore , the idea of benevolence and mercy 
must have been "contain~~d in the root from th e beginning . 11 
In Deutero Isaiah, the word is "soteriological ," which 
means merciful and unconditional salvation. We are thus 
given a guide to a pervas ive element in Hebrew thought that 
culminates in Pauline theology. 'l'he possible remoteness of 
the et;ymological associations are i gnored for the sake of 
an arbitrary selective process that allows Snaith to make 
connections which will cohere to a desired theological pat-
tern. He totally ignores the complex historical and liter-
ary fabric in which the word is u sed . It is an exaggera-
tion, to say the leas t, to regard the sporadic translation 
in the Septuagint of t sed.eg_ as ~leo~, as proof that ts_ed~ 
means "a benevolence goi.ng beyond s trict justice. n 63 It is 
etymoJ.ogically absurd to believe that because tsedeg~ came 
t o mean 11 al msgiving and 1)enevolence ," t h i s meaning was 
"contained in the root from the beg i nning ." Elsewhere , 
Snaith writes that "there is a fundamental motif in a word 
vvhich t 2nds to endu re , whatever other changes the ye ars may 
bring. This fundamental 1 theme 1 of a word is often curiously 
determinative of l ater meanings. u 64 This suggests that we 
are not dealing with a historical study of a word ' s past, 
but are ins t ead attempting to establish the essential mean-
ing of the word . Such an attempt is, we believe, an ideal-
istic pe rversion of proper etymological methods and ob j ec-
tives. In Snaith ' s interpretation of tsed~, "etymological 
connections which appear to be theologically a ttractive are 
simply a llowed to take charge of the whole interpretation 
and no real attention is given to the things being said and 
-------
63Ibic!., p. 89 . 
64Norman H. Snaith , "The Lant,ruage of the Old Tes ta-
ment ," The Interpreter ' s Bible , George Arthur I?.ut trick, 
editor ~ Nashvi1Te : Abingdon~~i~ess, 1956), I, 22 4. 
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65 the particular semantic contribution of the words used. 11 
As we have seen, the preceding biblical theologians 
have invested the word ~~~~\~ with a semantic distinctive-
ness that is primarily oriented to certain theological 
values. While not q·uestioning the probity of these values, 
we dispute a methodology that utilizes ~-~~-~2.9. (or any other 
word, for that matter) as a key to theological patterns. 
These biblical theologians are quite explicit concerning 
the subjective perspectives and presuppositions with which 
they approach the Old Testament material. There is no ques-
tion of deception here, and for this reason we have singled 
out their treatmen·ts of j!.§_ede..9.. for critic ism. By doing so, 
we are stressing the importance of recognizing the post-
biblical theological associations and overtones adhering to 
such Hebrew words as tsed.~9.., leshu' a ("salvation"), [5_0 1 el 
("redeemer"), ~~~£.h ("faith"), ~he~~d ( "lov i.ngk indness"), 
etc. rest-biblical assoctations e.nd overtones are obstacles 
to any attempt at studying the use of "the word objectively; 
they must be recogr~ized before any non-theological inquiry 
can occur. 
Perhaps a Christian or a Jew cannot avoid approach-
ing the material with certain predispositions and apolo:-
getic inclinations. Yet the preceding biblical theologians 
have chosen to ground their scholarly inquiries on an am-
plified respect for such subjective intrusions. By doing 
so, they often come dangerously close to perpetrating de-
votional eisegesis rather than scholarly exegesis. While 
it is not within our scope to evaluate the overall merit of 
btblical theology, the fact that their conclusions have 
often been extremely influential in ostensibly non-theological 
65Barr, £P.· cit., p. 159. 
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interpreta tions , confirms the n eed to question their exege-
tical methods . This influence h as pr oven especially diffuse 
in the gene r al schol arly treatment of biblical t erminology. 
In ~h.£ I..nt~r:Q!e~_::_r_:s Di~~i<?Ea.~ ~.!. th.£ B~ble , for example, 
E. R. Achtemeie:e's article on "Ri ghteousness in the OT" is 
dominated by the conclus ions of biblical theologians . Her 
brief bibliography is almost exclusively comprised of bibli-
cal theolog ical works, including those of Schultz , Eichrodt, 
and von Rad ( al s o included a r e Cremer and Pedersen). 66 
Post-biblical theologic a l associations permeate many 
of the ma jor comment aries on Deutero I sai ah , and are espe-
cially obvious in the v alue attached to certain key words. 
We find this to be true in studies by such exc ellent scholars 
as Torrey , North, Muilenburg , and Blank. The probl em often 
s tems not s o much from an uncritic al acceptance of biblj.cal 
theo l o{Sy , bu t from t he fact t hat exege t ical wri ter s have 
often been obliged to depend on their O\'m l exicographical 
research es , "sometimes with unfortuna te results through 
undue r eliance on •root meanings ' and inadequ at e attention 
to semantic his tories ." 67 The biblical theologians pr esent 
us with explicit, exaggerated and r eadily available mani-
f es t a tions of that which i s often more implicitly and/or 
subconscious ly present in ostensibly non-theological works 
(and which may even become inadvertantly present in our own 
description of t sedest in Deutero Isaiah). For this r eason, 
we h e.ve focused on their appro ach es to the word t sedeg . 
-----------
66E . R. Achtemeier, "Ri ghteous ness in the 0 11' ," ~rhe 
Inter-pre t er ' s Dictionary of the Bible, Ge orge Arthur J?.ut-
triCK , editor tNashv1JCle :-Abingdon-Fress, 1962), R-Z , 80- 85 . 
67 A. M. Honeyman, "Semi t ic Epi graphy and Hebrew Phi-
lology," The Old 'fes t a.ment and Modern Study , H. H. Rowley , 
editor ( Loncton:-oxforct-universi~~Fres~956) , p. 27 6 . 
CI!AP'J~EH II 
l)RELIMINARY REMARKS FOH A S'.l'U:OY OF THE WORD 
TS:F:DEQ I N DEUTJ<:RO ISAIAH 
:r'he __ }oc ~~~-of . .9.~!... S!~~ 
In our study of the v10rd ts~c.lP.9.. in Deutero Isaiah , 
we shall le.rgely confine ourselves to ch s . 40-55 of ·i;he 
Old Tentament book of Isaiah . These chapters consist of a 
series of poems and oracles concerning "the r apidly a pproach-
j.ng ov erthrow of :E abylon and the return of the Jews to their 
h omel and 11 f ollowing their exil e . 1 They were composed by an 
unknown person, probably between 5 4·7·· 5 38 B . C., i.e. , sub·-
sequ ent to the spectacular victories over Medes and Lydia 
attain ed by the Persian conqu eror Cyrus II (d. 529 B. C.), 
and u p '.m til that king ' s entry into Babylon :in 538. 
We agree with Lindblom that originally these poems 
a.Jld. or-ac les were pr obably recited before an audience, and 
that "their S i~.?!_ im Lee~ was public days of nat iona l l a·-
mentation , gatherings in the synagogues , and private cir-
cles .•• l")ossibly the sayings were sometimes ••• circula ted as 
f ly-sheets among the exiles . 11 2 The total integ r a tion of 
the material was probably not accomplished by the author 
h imself. "It giv es the impression of being the work of a 
disciple , who was also a collector of the revelations of 
his mas ter. u3 For our purposes , there i ·s little to be 
gain ed by attempting to break the chapters dO\'m into their 
lchristopher H. North, The Second Isaiah (London: 
Oxford Unj.v crsity Press , 1964)-, p. --2 . -- -~-
2J. IJindblom , Pro phecy in Ancient I srael ( Philadel-
ph ia: r.luhlcnterg :Pres~f0-62T , -p. ~ .. 270-:-· ----
3Ib id. 
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orig inally independent units . On the av erage , scholars 
estima te some 50 independent pieces. 4 We agree with North 
tha t "b c; twe en the small-unit theory on the one h and, and an 
elaborately constructed , perfectly integrated edition ... on 
the other, i.t ts difficult to decide exactly where we should 
stand. The truth lien somewhere between these extrcmen, it; 
matters little where . 11 5 Unders t anding the book, then, a s a 
"sh a pe ly and orderly document-•6 cons i~3ting of a series of 
originally fra[,.rmented units, we see no reason to view the 
so- called Servant- s onBs inde pendently in our trea tment of 
!s_?_~eg_ . We shall agree expeditiously with Sna:ith that 
there "are no Servant-songs in any exclusive sense ."7 Allow-
ing for occas ional exceptions, chs. 40.:_55 "have enough. con-
s istency of style and spirit and content to be viewed as a 
unit apart , and to merit a name," vi.~-· , Deutero Isaiah8 (for 
convenience , we shall treat t h i s name as the name of a pe r -
son, as well as of a book). 
Our ac ceptance o:f the inclusive integrity of chs. 
40--55, to the exc lus ion of chs. 56-66, is for purposes of 
convenience only; to do otherwise would demand a detailed 
lite r a ry analysis . Nevertheless, this exc lusion will not 
preclude our addressing some passages in chn. 56-66 as if 
they too were composed by the author of chs. 40-55 . This 
stems from our presupposition that--in spite of their more 
eclectic character--chs. 56-66 are , in fact, primarill the 
4N orman H. Snai th, "Isaiah 40-66, " Sup_:E.~ement_s to 
Vetus Testamcnturn, Vol. XIV (Leiden: E . J. Brili, 19D'7), ·:P-.-r66:-·--·--·---
5North, £Y-• 2it., p. 12. 
6o :e. c it • , p. 8 • 
7snaith, op. cit., p. 169. 
8shcldon H. Blank , Proph e·tic Fai th in .!_~~~ (New 
York : Harper & Brothers, 19'5"8)-,-p.-51:-·- -
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later work of tho author o:f chs. 40-· 55 . Yehezl<:el Kau:fmann 
claims that the division between chs. ~0- 55 and 56-66 occur -
red bec ause s ome ChristJ.an scholars viewed Deutero Isaiah 
a s a "liberal Protestant who negates the ritual com:nand-
men ts. 'l'hc Chrj_stinn scholars look upon Doutero--Isaiah as 
the founder of pl'ophetic un:lversalism and one of the har-
bingers of Christianity. How , then , can a prophecy con-
cerning the sabbath ancl the Temple be the meosage of such 
a prophet? "9 Although there is a.11 element of truth here , 
we regard Kaufmann ' s statement as <:m unjust product of his 
ovm Jewish apologetic ( vthich in f act , permeates much o:f his 
work) . While some Christian scholars have attempted to 
transform Deutero Isai ah into a "liberal Protestant ," i t is 
equally true that Jewish scholars , such as r.~artin Buber a nd 
Sh eldon Blank , have tried to corre l ate the prophet ' s mesr:;age 
with cert a in cherished values of l ibe r a l J u da i sm. l!'urther-
more , the division is not merely inspired by divergencies 
in 11 rJtual " interests , but also by inconsistencies in style , 
and the uncertain ty of the historical backg r01.md of the 
later chapters . 10 Pfeiffer proposes that chs . 56-66 were 
composed in order to j_nterpret the earlier chapters for a 
later generation . He states that " there is mo r e pessimism , 
mere concern with the externalities of re l i g ion , more na-
tionalism , more legalistic zeal " in the l ate:c· chapters . 11 
We believe t hat , if anything , chs . ~0-55 are more stridently 
nationalistic than chs . 56-66 , as should become evident 
-·--··-~-----
9Yehezke1 Kaufmann, 'rhe Fabylonie..n Captivity and 
Deu tero-Isa iah , trans . C. w:-E·{r oyn1soilTN·e;;v··York : Un.j_on of 
:AnerfC-an- lfeo rew congregations , 1970), :p . 88 . 
lOAage Bentzen, Introduction to the Old Testament 
( Copenhagen : G. E . C. Ga d-;··-:1§59);-Yr-, -109"7 -·- ---- -- -
llnobert H. Pfeiffer, Introduction to the Old Testa-
ment (N O'.¥ York : Harper & Brotn:ei7s :~19~])-, pp. ·- 4"B"O:_lff. ---
l a t e r in our study . Still, the real changes in emphases 
and i n t er es t s , even the somewhat meagre changes in s tyle, 
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do not necessitate the division . As Pf eiffer h imse lf states , 
"in dealing with a highly imagina tive wo:!·k of Oriental ori-
g in it is hardly proper to demand clear and self--consistent 
thoughts. 1112 He states this in support of t he integrity of 
chs. 56-66 , but it could just as well apply ·to 40-66 . VIe 
believe that the inconsistencies do not indic a te two authors , 
but a composition 11 by one ,;pro:e_~, but a t different times " 
and 1..mder different circumstanc es. 13 We would add that 
inconsistencies in emphases and style are not an exc lusively 
11 0riental " phenomenon; a quick comparison of J ames Joyce's 
Dub1i~ (1914) to his Finneeans Wake (1939) bear s this 
out admirably ( any author writ ing over a period of time 
would serve as well). 
I n spite of our presupposition of basic unity, and 
our contingent prerogative to appropriate passages in chs. 
56-66 as if they belong to the same author of 40-55, we 
will r a rely res ort to doing so except where there is an 
obvious affinity of emphases , style and terminology. 
Deutero Isaiah' s Dominant Theme 
For the purpo s es of our study , an in- depth analysis 
of Deutero Isaiah' s thought is unneces sary. Undoubt.edly , 
some aspects of his thought will become manifest as our in-
quiry proceeds . Neverthel ess , it will prove beneficial to 
state very briefly the dominant theme of chs. 40-55. We 
understand tbis theme to be twofold: (1) exulted assertions 
12Ibid. 
l3Joseph Klausner, The Mess i anic I dea in I s r ael, 
trans . w. F. Stinespring (Ne·~v Yo-rk::TEe f~iacmiiTan·-c·o .-; 
1955)' p. 148. 
2 ,-__ ) 
of th e effective , monotheistic omnipotence of God ; (2) the 
re~1cue of the exiles and their return to J erusal em aB a 
result of their god 's j ealous omni :po tenc e . '£he predominance 
of the latter element of this theme is well expressed by 
Norman H . Snai th : 
Second Isaiah is gener ally recognized as be ing the Fro-
phe t of the Return, tha -t is, of the return of the exiles 
:from Babylonia to J eruoalem. Most schola r s , howeve r , 
gc much farther than this and they :find the climax of 
his :me usage in the ideal of the Servant . . • u oually with 
ex-piatory and intercessory f unctiono , and in universal-
i sm, by which is meant a supra-nationalist appeal , that 
salvation is not for the Jews only, but for all the 
n a tions on earth . Such conclus ions we believe to be 
wrong . The Heturn is not merely one of the themes of 
t h ese .•• chapters, to be outshone by world-wide humani-
t a rian ideals . It is the prophet ' s dominant theme . l 4 
'I'he major task of the pro :phet is to encourage the 
exiles , to convince them that the disparaged god of a we ak, 
exiled people c an- -through his_ 1.miversal omnipotenc e-effect 
a victorious return. 'rime a nd again the pro phe t de scribes 
the superiority of his peopl e ' s go d over all others : "Is-
rael's God is God ."15 Towa rd the other na tions and their 
f abric a ted g ods h e h ar-bors nothinB but contempt . 'rhere i s 
to be no "salvation" for these other nations , no interna-
tiona l mission t o the world : " the Lord is to l ead exiled 
I sx-ae:!. to redemption and thereby c ause the nations and their 
l eaders--who until then held the exiles in contempt--to 
ac knowledge abjectly the omnipotence of I srael ' s faithful 
God . 11 16 For Deutero I saiah , Yahweh " is the God of Israel 
14snaith , V et·~~ ~~estame~!.~~ ' p. 147 . 
15Blenlc, o p . 92: .. ~· , p . 73 . 
l 6n e.rry t'i! . Or1insky ' "The so-Ca lled I Servant of the 
Lord 1 and ' S"t.Afferin e; Servant ' in Sec ond I sai ah, '' .9~~.EJ2..le:,~~~.n ~~ 
to Vetus Testamentum, Vo1 . XIV ( I1eiden : E . J . Brill , 19()'(} , 
P :- loo-.--- ----- --
exclusively ••. lsrael's God is a universal God, not a n in-
17 ternatj.onal God." 
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'ro say that his message is essent-ially nationalistic 
is not to say that Deutero Isaiah's idea of God is coarse 
and simplistic ; his portrayal of the universal omnipotence 
of Yahweh the CreatoT presents U<3 with a rich-even sublime--· 
conceptual texture. It v1ould seem to us presumptuous to 
attempt a formal statement of his conception of God in mod-
ern theological terms. To do so "defies both the ecstatic 
feelings of the poet and the literary guise in which it is 
set forth. n18 While abstracting speculative theological 
notions from Deutero Isaiah's poetry may be a valid exer-
cise, we must keep in mind that the prophet's apprehension 
is more immediate and often without logical interference. 
His images often consist "of an articulation of verbal ele-
ments that , eoing beyond reference and the limits of dis-
course, embodies and offers a complex of feeling and thought. 1119 
Deutaro Isaiah's L~a£~ 
Recognition that we are dealing with the thought and 
feelings of an accomplished poet, instead of novel theo-
logical statements , is of great importance for understand-
ing the language that the prophet enlisted for his message. 
Deutero Isaiah posits no radical ideational transformation 
of the prophetic concept of God; the "cone ept of a univer-
sal and omnipotent God was new ••• only in emphasis ••• the 
Second Isaiah emphasized the universal aspect of God in his 
17 Ibid • , p. 41 • 
18Ja.mes Muilenburg, "Isaiah, Chapters 40-66," The 
Inter})reter's Eible, George Arthur Buttrick, editor (Nash-
vi.O._e_: Ab-ingdon.Fress, 1956), v, 398. 
l9william York Tindall, 1~tte I1i ter~ SLJE:bOl (Bloom-
ington: Indiana University Press, 1965) , p. I2-. --
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efforts to explain to his fellow Judeans their exile in the 
foreign l and of a grea t empire which had des t r oyed the 'fem-
ple of their JJord and carried them c aptive from His l and. u 20 
This same universally omnipotent God will now vindicate 
thof::le who have been purged in e xile j as thej_r sovereign 
judge, he will now effect the rescue of his c apt~ve people . 
God is the cosmic king , the sovereign judge who fi ghts I s-
r ael ' s battles ; he i s the liberator of the his torical Exo-
dus, the divine vmrrior of the Conquests. I n thes e roles 
he will again manifest himself in a sec ond exodus and entry 
into the l and of Israel. 
To express these ideas , Deutero I saiah enlisted the 
festal-liturgical l anguage of both the mythopoeic und the 
historical-reenactment elements of I s r ae l ' s early cult. 
The latter element, which dramatized the events of the 
Exo rlus- Conquest , may be termed the "ritual conquest . 11 The 
dramatization focused on the ark , which represented "the 
pr esence of Ya..'~-nveh, particularly in military undertakings . u 21 
God is t he "war god who leads the holy wars of his people . 11 22 
His victorious deeds in war, his ts~~ (J g . 5:11), cause 
his enemie s to perish while causing his friends to "be like 
the sun as he rises in his might" (Jg . 5 : 31). 
The Exodus-Conques t i s "the normal locus of holy 
warfare ," and its ritual r eenac tment 11 appears as a basic 
ingredient of certain cultic traditions in old I srael. "23 
20Harry M. Orl:i.nsky, Unders t anding the 13ible through 
Hi~~)rz and. Arch§;_~_glo~~ ( N ew-Yor~ : -:Ktav 1 3u.bl i sf1in·g- House ,~--
197 2 ' p . 222 . 
21Helmer Ringgr en , Israelite Relj_gion , trans . David 
E. Green (Philadelphia : The Westmins ter~~ress , 1966 ), p. 48. 
22Ibi~., p. 46. 
2 3Frank Moore Cross , Junior , "'fh e Divine Warrior in 
Isra el ' s Early Cult, 11 Ei blic e~l Motifs , Alexc:-.nde r Altmann , 
editor (Cambridge : Har\ra rd Uni"vcrsn;·y Press , 1966 ), p. 25 . 
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These hi s torical reenactments gradually became fused with 
"m;ythopoeic motifs of the creator-king and cosmic warr:Lor •• • 
The institution of kingship, and the inauguration o:f a tem-
ple in the Canaani t e style ~n Isra el, obviously gave an 
occasion for the radical mythologizing of the ' historical ' 
festivals. u 2 4 In time, "both historical and mythologically 
derived clements were intcrv·roven , or blended in the cult. u 25 
The mighty acts of the amphictyony god merge into the mytho-
poeic divine "king end creator of cos mos by virtue of his 
victory over his enemy or enemies in a cosmogenic struggle . 11 26 
Deu.tero Isaiah appropriated much of the cultic l an-
guage of early Isre.el , with its evocation of the cosmic 
creator-king and the Exodus-Conquest. The liturgy surround-
ing the pr ocession of the ark seems espec i a l ly influential 
to his poetry ••• " the procession of the Ark, w1th its immedi-
a t e b ackg r ound in Dav idic an d Solomonic proces s ions to the 
Jerusalem sa..11ctuary , had a long prehis tory in the cult and 
ritual warfare of old Israe l. "27 Vers es 7-10 of Ps. 24 , 
a tenth century B. C. liturg ical piece, has its origins in 
such a process ion: 
~----~ 
Lift up your heads, 0 gat es ! 
and be lifted up, 0 ancient doors ! 
that the King of glory may come in. 
Vfuo is the King of glory? 
The Lord, strong and mighty , 
the Lord, mighty in battle! 
Lif·t up your heads, 0 gates ! 
and be lifted up, 0 ancient doors ! 
that the King of glory may come in. 
Who is this King of glory? 
The Lord of hos ts, he is t~e King of glory! 
24Ibid ., p. 28. 
25_;rb~d . ' p . 19 . 
26Ibid ., p . 11. 
27rbio:., p. 24. 
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In Iu . 40 : 3-5 we have what North claims ''may even be 
reminiscent of pre-exilic festivals in which the Ark of 
' the King of glory ' was carried in procession t o the t empl e ." 28 
A voice cries: 
"In the vd.lderncs s pre pare the way of the IJord , 
make straight in the des ert a highway for our God. 
Every v alley shall be lifted up, 
and ev ery mountain and h ill be made low; 
the uneven g round shal l become level, 
and the rough places a plain . 
And the glory of the Lord shall be revealed, 
and all flesh shall see i t togeth er , 
f or the mouth of the J,ord has spoken. 11 
I n Is . 51 : 9--10 we have a portrayal of the cosmogonic 
myth of the battle of creation fused with thE. historical 
Exodus: 
Awake , awake , put on strength, 0 arm of the Lord ; 
awake , afJ in days of old , 
the generations of long ago. 
'Na s it not thou tha t dids t cut Rahab in pieces , 
that didst pierce the dragon? 
·.'las i t not thou that didst dry up the sea , 
the wa·ters of the great deep; 
that didst ma.'ke the depths of the sea a way 
for the redeemed to pass over? 
I s . 42 :10-13 presents a "new song " for the second 
exodu s and conquest , probably patterned after songs from 
the ritual conqu est and/o r from the procession of the ark 
to Zion : 
Sing to the Lord a new song , 
his praise from the end of the earth! 
Let the sea r oar and all that fi lls it, 
the coastlands and their inhatitants . 
Let the desert and its cities lift up their voice, 
the villages t hat Kedar inhabi ts ; 
let the inhabitants of Sela sing for joy , 
let them shout from the top of the mountains . 
JJet them give glor;y to the Lord , 
and declar e his praise i n the coastlands . 
The Lord goes fol''th like a mighty man , 
28North , op. ci~., p . 75. 
.like a man of war he stirs up his fury; 
he cries out , he shouts aloud , 
he shows himself mighty against his foes. 
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This fina l verse stings the sensibi.ltties o:f North, who 
wri'tes th2.t "Our instinct is to say that such passages are 
out of place 1n Holy Scripture •.. Before we say t h a t, we 
should look at the sequel •.• it will either be outgrown and 
give place to abstract monotheism , or it will find its cul -
mination in the doctrine of Incarnation." North then hear-
kens to Browning 's poetry as " saying what the Hebrew prophet 
said long ago": 
Ithink this is the authentic sign and seal 
Of Godship; that it ever waxes glad , 
And more glad, until gladness blos~§ms, bursts, 
In·to a rage to suffer for mankind. 
This attempt to temper Deutero Isaiah's piercing words with 
the poetry of Brovming, obscures the prophet's poetry and 
:p'tt::'pose. His poetry is permeated with the cul tic language 
of holy war and ime,ges of the divine 'Narrior-king ; his pur-
pose i s to encourage the people by evoking Yahweh's omni-
potent, mighty acts of war (t sidg,C?~). The tendency to di-
lute such passages is stimulated by persistent readings of 
Deutero Isaiah's words in the light of post-biblical theo-
logical connotations. A word like ~eshu'~, for example, 
loses its connection with the evocative image of the rescue 
of I srael in battle when it is instead connected with a 
theolog:ically saturated "salvation. 11 Another example is 
the word go'e!., which is usually transla ted as "redeemer." 
The theological overtones of the English word loosens ~1 
from the image of blood revenge as we find it_ in Is. 47:3-4 
(our translation): 
Revenge I will t ake , and will: favor no man. 
Our avenger ( go'ei_~) is called Yahweh of Armies, 
the. Holy One of Israel. 
29North , QE· c~t., p. 116. 
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'l'his is not to say that l_es~~~ always relates to Israel in 
war, or that fi..~~ el inevitably means blood r ev en ge. It is, 
however, unfortunate that Christian and Jewis h scholars 
have abfJ"tractly categorized these words as "salvation vocab-
ulary," and have insisted on treating them ethereally. 
With tongu.e in check, we note Homer's gratit-ude that his 
poetry was inhe:ri ted by the "abstract" Greek tradition, in-
stead of the "concrete" Hebraic-Christian tradition. 
Hyp~~ i s.-.~-~-)'~_9 "t2.£ 
In the Assyro-Babylonian solar cult, the god Shamash 
produced an offspring who personified justice: Kittu (from 
the Akkadian root for "justice"). Evidence indj.cates "that 
the vl'meration of the sun god was not indigenous to Sumer 
and Akkad, but that it was brought into these regions by 
Western Semites. 11 JO 'rhe Amori te (or Western Semite) equiva-
lent of the Akkadian Ki ttu. was Tsaduq, which was also "the 
deified attribute of the sun god."3l In the O].d Babylonian 
period there was a king named .A.mmi-tsadu'la; according to 
the Babylonian King List, this name was understood in Ak-
kadian to mean "the Divine Kinsman is the Justice."32 
Given this Western Semi tic background, it is not. 
surprising that in traditions concerning the related people 
of Canaanite Jerusalem, there appear personal names with 
~sede~ as a prominent theophoric element. In Gen. 14:18, 
for exsmplc, there is Malki-· tsedeq, king of Shalcm. In 
Jos. 10:1, Joshua wars with a king of Jerusalem named Adoni-
tsedeq. In Jg. 1:6, a king is called Adoni-bezeq, which 
30H.oy A. Rosenberg, "The God Sedeq," Hebrew Union 
s;ollege f.nnual, XXXVI (1965), p. 162 • 
.31Ibid. , p. 164. 
32Jb_i.d.' p. 165. 
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should probably be emended to Adoni-tsedeq. 
Within the solar cult of Can aanite J erusale1n, tsedeg,_ 
was "the beneficient manifestation of the su..-·1 god, the 
'judge ' ••• who brought hidden crimes to lieht and righted 
the wrongs done to the innocent. 11 33 When Jerusalem later 
became the center of the Yahweh cult, it was only natural 
that the indigenous deities "merged into his person . Quite 
logically the name Tse.2_-eg, , with its implications of ' r i gh-
teousness, justice and propriety,' came to be applied to 
that attribute of Yahweh that represented these qualities."34 
In Jerusalem, the solar cult persisted into Judean times 
(cf. II Kg. 23 :11), and the association of t~edes and the 
solar god was remembered even in l a ter prophetic literature: 
"But for you who fear my name the sun of righteousness shall 
rise~ with healing in its wings 11 (Mal . 4:2). 
The s everal i nstances in which Yahweh and .t s ~j-~9., ar e 
:found in a parallel relation include Ps. 11-:6 , "Sacrifice 
sacrifices of t~ed~ and trust in Yahweh" ; Ps . 17:1, "Hear 
Yahweh tsedeg; Is. 51:1, "Hear me , you who pursue tsedeg,, 
you who seek Yahweh." In most of these cases we are prob-
ably dealing with a mere "stylistic device, a substitute 
for the divine name and God's activity . Occasionally, how-
ever , the abstrac t concept become s semi-autonomous , appear-
ing as an almost independent entity, h alf p.e rsonified ."35 
Tsed~ sometimes appears in conjunction with a com-
ponent part of Yahweh, vi~. , his riBh t a rm or hand ( cf. 
Ps. 48 :10; Is. 41:10); this parallels the As syro-Babylonian 
idea of Kittu as "the minister of the right hand" of Shamash . 
Yahweh's 11 ann" or "right hand" was that part of him which 
33Ibi~. , p. 164. 
34Ibid. , p. 170. 
35Ringgr en, o~. ci~. , p. 309 . 
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11 c ame to be credj_ t ed with the deeds that, in Canaanite mytho-
l ogy , were performed by the e;o<l :J o f the old pantheon" (c f. 
I s . 51 : 9-10). 36 In ln . 59:16 , the vengeanc e of Yahv'ieh in 
aupported by his "t:u'm" and his :t sdCJg,al]._. That ~~.L~1.!~ here 
f>Ug@; es "ts vtrath ful v engeance is confirme d by the doublet in 
Io . 63 :5 where ch ema~. replaces ~S~§~~~· To Israel, Yahweh's 
a t tribute t~c<!_~q_ appears in a saving ro l e ; to Israel's ene ... 
mies , ts~_<:\p~q_ appears as Yahvteh ' 3 war--J :Lke vengeance : "He 
put on tsc~f~._ah_ as a breastplate ... garments of v engeance :for 
clothing" (I s·. 59: 17) . I ·~ would Be em that the ts~cl~Sl of 
Yah\'loh i s often a form of hypostasis as defined by Mowinckel : 
"a divine entity partly independent , partly a manifestation 
of a superior divini·ty, it r epr esents the personification 
o:f a quality or an a.ctivity or a component part of the su --· 
perio :r deity." 37 
We a rc convinced that hy postasis is a f actor in Deu-
tero Isaiah ' s use of t h e word ~sedeq ; recognition of hypo-
stasis as a formative mythopoe i c element in his ur:;age is 
often an aid in unders tanding the pro phe't ' s employment of 
the t e rm. Neve rtheless , it is most l ikely a mere yoet~~ 
"personification of a quality or an activity." We would 
suggest that the pe r s onification of tBE_~~q,_ is sardonically 
promoted by Dcutero Isaiah as the Israelite counterpa rt 
of the Babylonian deity Kittu . 
36Rosf3nberg • ~E· ci_1;, p. 170. 
37s. MowinckeJ. • Die Re1ig j_on in Geschichte v.nd Gegen-
wart. 2nd edition. col . ·-206,.--cTted. oy Edr:l<)nd jacoo-, Tnco-..:---
Iogy of the Old Te stenwnt , trans . Arthur VI. Heathcote ana 
H11."Ii'p-J:--'Al J.cook-TN.e\v York : Harpe r & Brothers, 1958) , p. 84. 
CHAPrER III 
THJ~ WORD T~_DE_q_ IN :OEUT.!.mO ISAIAH 
I s . 41 : 2 , mi he • ir ~j.mi~Eac.E_ j;scde_9,. ~]~r~' ehu l~.Eat;].o . 
Yfho stirred up one from the east whom victory meets at 
every step? 
Here tsed.~_q_ is usually read with the oecond stich, 
making it the subject of l_.i.kra ' eh~. But. Charles C. Torrey 
plao;s ~~dc:.9, in the first stich, emending it as ts<:::d~q_ and 
reading 11 Who aroused from the eas·t a right eous one? 111 
While anfr'Nering the need :for a direct object in the same 
claus e :for the ·verb ~~-~ ir, 'rorrey' s reading leaves us with 
an awkw8.rd 4: 2 meter in an otherwise 3:3 composition. But 
if we accept the Dead Sea Scroll's conjunctive~ prefix 
of l.~~kra '~u, then Torrey ' o reading gaj.n s s ome credence . 
Torrey als o claims that "meets at every step11 is an 11 inde-
fensibl.e rendering 11 of both the verb and the noun . 2 He 
renders yik}"'a' e-~~ ~~ rag:l.:_<2_ as "summoning him to his se rvice. u3 
If we accept 'rorrey ' s r eading, while rej ecting his tnad.\9.. 
emendation, then we might view t sedeq_ here as a hypostas is 
of Yahweh , and read the distich as follows: "Who a roused 
Tsede9.. from the east, summoning him to his service . 11 Here 
tsede~ is appropriately related to the east , i . e ., the 
rising sun (cf. Mal . 4:2); tsede~ is summoned by Yahweh 
to act as his vengeful "right hand ," his yemiE_ tsedeg,_ ( c:f. 
4-1:10). Still, metrical considerations make such a read-
ing difficult to accept. 
lcharles C1ttler Torrey, The ~e..£.9..!ld Isaiah (Edinburgh: 
T & T Clark , 1928), p. 311. 
2Jbid. ' pp . 313-14. 
3Ib2:£. , p . 228 . 
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In pl ace of our hypothetical hypostatization , scho-
l arly consensus aff'irms Cyrus as the Hone f rom the east." 
ThiB aosurnption is founded. on ch. 45 where Cyrus is specif-
ically mentioned .in the :f:Lrst verse, and. is supposedly re-· 
ferred to in vs . 13: HI have arouaed him in righteousneus 
and I will make straight all his ways." Snaith c1aimn that 
this assumption is false , and that the Hone from the east" 
c a lled by Yahvteh His exiled Israel, returning as conqueror.H 4 
1'his view is supported by the subsequent verses where Hser-
vant" Israel's victories through Yahweh are portrayed in 
militant, exultant terms, reminiscent of a cultic b a ttle 
song of encouragement to ·warriors . 
Many anctent and mediev al Jewish authorities , includ-
ing Ra.srd. , considered Abraham as the "one from the east . 11 
Torre y also believes this to be so . 5 Abraham is spec ifi-
c ally named in 41:8 . In 51:1-2 , Abr<:~.harn is a l so nauu~d fol-
lowing a verse tha t begins "H earken to me, you who pursue 
deliverance 11 (_!~ed~.9J • 
North, agreeing with the Iftaf3sore tic d ivision, reads 
tsede_q_ in the second stich, and says tha t "victory 11 here is 
"as near to a personification of victory as Hebrew monotheism 
could ev er get ." 6 If we view tsedeg_ here as a hypos"tao is of 
Yahweh , and also place it i.n the second stich, we might 
traJlslate the entire verse as follmvs: 
Who alerted one from t h e cast, 
'r~~-d.eg_ summons hi.m to fo ll?w, 
g iving up nations before h1m, 
---------- ----
4Norman H. Snai th, "The Servant of the Lord in Deu-
tero Isaiah, II s-~~~~ ~12. Q}d T~~~~~~~~ ~~op_1:!:~E.X t H. H. Row-
l ey , editor (Edinburgh : '.C & T Clark , 1950), p . 192 . 
5Torrey , ~E· £!!., p . 310 . 
6christopher R. North , The ~:iecond I ~~aiah (London : 
Oxford University Press , 1964) ·; .. -i). -9::3':--- -----
prostrating kings (beneath him) 
his sword will maJce them as dust, 
his bow like driven stubble . 
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Ey our interpolation of t acht_av. ("beneath him") , 7 
and by reading (after the Dead Sea ~3croll) the difficult 
y~~ a :3 ;[_~~~~ ("to make p:costrate"), we h ave gained a smooth 
3:3 meter throughout the verse . 'rBe~<~q_ , as a hypostasis of 
Yahweh , would seem h ere to be the V ? ... nguard of the returning 
Israelites . Yet another poss:i.bil .i ty, is to substitute the 
_tsej.~ of our translation with Torrey • s ts at~~q_ emendation ; 
it might then be understood as a divj.ne appellation meaning 
"Highteous One" or "Victortous One." 
Is . 41:10, imatsticha af azarticha af t•machticha 
bi;zmi~~ t s idgJ . -·- ··- -~----~- --· --·----
I will strengthen you , I will help you, I will u phold 
Jrou with my Yic torious r ight h and . 
Concerning the verse preceding 41:10, J ames Muilen-
burg ·,vri tes that sinc·e Israel is chosen "in an election of 
grace • •• she not only need not be overcome by fear as the 
nations are ••• but is to be equipped to perform her mission 
in the earth . "8 He thus interprets t s_e_deq in these pas-
sages ·as "something that has been brought to a successful 
completion , which has fulfilled its tru.e end."9' George 
A. F. Knight writes that the "saving right hand" in 41 :10 
indic a tes "God 's essence" vthich " is to save. u 10 Bl ank be-
lieves that the tsedeg_ in these passages means God ' s "sure 
----------
7cf. North, ibid., p. 92 . 
8J ames Muilenburg, "Isaiah, Chapters 40--66," The 
Interpreter ' s Bible , George Arthur Buttrick, editor tNash-
vfiTe :- Abin gdon Pre'ss , 1956) , V, 455. 
9Ibi<!_. , V, 449 . 
lOGeorge A. F . Knight, Deu!~~-Isaiah (Nashville: 
Abingdon Press , 1965), p . 55 . 
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purpose , " tho goal of wh ich :is Israel ' a miss ion of peac e , 11 
':thile these interpretations are perhaps true t o a degree ' 
one sen r;;es an effort to dilute Deu tcro Isaiah' s vigorous 
songs for v ictory into theologically cor.1patible hymns . 
Even a casua l perusal of the po.Dsages surrounding 
tl-1 : 10 sho'Ns that we are here encounte:rine Israel 's militant , 
triumphant march to vic tory, a ided by an avenging Yahweh 's 
"victorious right hand" (lit. " t h e right hand of my t§>e_C!eg.") . 
There is nothing h ere to indicate that "Israe l ' s mission is 
peace . 11 12 " I will help you, says the IJord; your Hedeemer is 
the Holy One of Israe l " (v s . 14). Go ' ?..leldla h ere means 
"you r blood avenger , " and not simply "your Redeemer" ( in the 
sense of gracious reinstatement) . This is clear from the 
preceding passage::-; expressing Yahweh' s a id i n vanqu ishing 
Israe l • s en emies , and by the suc)sequent passages portraying 
t h e tTan s .fox·mation of I srael into a " threshing s l edge 11 that 
v;ill s l ash through any obstac l e impeding her victorious re-
t:nrn. In Yo . 16 , IGrael ·ttill b e e ome }25_:a s tfu~ through the 
omnipotence of her warrior Yahweh (the hith pa '~l form of 
the verb h ere denotes prou d boas ting ; the RSV rendering of 
hj.thalal as 11 you shall glory" is a r id). 
I t i s interes ting to note tha t Deutero Isaiah ex-
presses his certa inty in the efficacy of Yahweh's righ t 
hand of tse~e1 by u s i ng the prec eding verbs in t he perfe£-
tum propheticum, describing t he future event as if it had 
al;e~-dy been accomplis he d . l3 
11She ldon H. :El ank, Prophe t ic Fa i th in Isa~~h (New 
York : Harper & Brothers , 19·5·8) , p. -r5·;r.--
1 2Jb:Ld ., p . 157 . 
1 3Gesenius-Kautz,sch, Hebrev1 Gre.m;nar, 2nd English 
ed.i tion, trans . A. E . Cowley--f:EOncfoil:ox!ord Univers ity 
Press , 1910 ), pp. 312-lJ . 
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We admit the appropriateness of the RSV trans l at ion 
of yem~~~ ~_::; ic.l.9.i. as "my victorious r i ght h and "; we would 
point out, however, tha t Deute ro I saiah h ere enlists ele-
ments of a cultic battle nong which probably includes a 
hypostas i s of Yahweh, ~-~~· , a part of Yahweh ' s body which 
beca.me as s ociated with h is mighty deeds , e specially in war. 
In Is. 59: 15-·19 we have another battle song d epict:i.n g Yah-
weh ' s "ann" as the cause of "victory " ( y~sh' .~) . The s ynony-
mous parallel asserts that YahVIeh' s tsd§:_~t§;~ supporte d him. 
Is . 42 : 6 , ~i ~·.vh g_-raticha £.' ts ~_de_g_ . 
I am the Ijord, I h ave c a lled you in righ teousness. 
Knight claims tha t J;sedeg_ her e has a " so t eriolog ica l 
emphasis , 11 and that it rela tes t o "God ' s miss ion through 
the Spirit to the world . 1114 North translat es b ' t~~deg,_ as 
" for a s2.ving purp:)se , " 
+. h f ' t' 15 .,ne e::r~~nen nc.1.:.~ono . 
the pur pose being "sal v a tion" to 
Muilenburg a lso clP ..ims that ts edeg,_ 
here means "p-urpose " as mediated through servant I srael's 
universal mission: 11God' s g r acious purpose f or the n a tions 
of the world is embodied in Israel. 1116 Such inte rpreta-
tions are the fruits of theological eiseg esis , not scholarly 
exegesis; we mus t agr ee with O:rlinsky that "It is inter est-
ing how the utterly nationa listic statements of our prophet 
are diluted and ' extended' in order to make them express 
interna tionalism and to suppor·t I srael' s a lleged mission to 
the wo.rld . 1117 The fact tha t our vers e is connected with 
14Kn igh t , ~-E. £ i ~. , p. 7 5 • 
15North, ~· cit., pp. lll-12. 
16r.1uil enburg , o p . cit., V, 468-69_. 
- - "'- --
17Harry M. Orl:i.nsky, "The So··Called ' Se rvant of the 
Lord ' and ' Suffe ring Servant' in Second I saial1 ," Suppl emen t s 
to Vetus Test~-~tu.o , Vol . XIV (Leiden: E . J . Brill ~~--T9b'lT~­
p. 4t1r• .__ 
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one of the so-ca lled Servant- s ongs h<J.n insp:ired the tran s-
formation of t~-~~~.9. into soteriolog:Lcal purpose. '.rrans-
lating t~~-d~Sl_ as "victory" or 11 triumph n is not here con-
sid c~ rcd congenial to Is:rael' 3 function as "a light to the 
nations ." 
In 42:1, ~1ervant Israel "wi1 l bring forth justice to 
the nations ." :r.'Itd.lenburg states that Deutero Isaiah "thinks 
of the servan·t as the mediator of judgment and justice in 
its highest sense . 1118 We cont.end tha t mis~~pat ("judgement") 
here denotes a judg ement aga~nn! the nations--the imminent: 
crushj_ng of the oppressors. Vfhile commenta tors often point 
out that :tsed~ j.s synon;ymous in Deu tero Isaiah with ;x:eshu' a 
("salvation"), they tend to tgnore the fact that in the 
language of holy war, ~.2-~!li' ~ (" savior") and shofet ( 11 ,judge") 
are interchanc;eable. ~J.lhe charismatic military leaders in 
the book of Judges "were originally called rnoshi ' im, saviors; 
the extension of t11e t itle sh.2.,P.het_im to these ••• personalities 
·uas mac1e under the influence of the royal regime, the king 
being the supreme judge of the nation. n19 In Judges 3:10, 
Othniel judges Israel; this means, according to the preced-
ing verse, that he saved Israel in war . 20 To bring judge-
ment to the n ations (42:1) means to defeat them in battle. 
This is underscored by the battle song in vss . 10-13 where 
"all the coastlands and their inhabitants " shall witness 
Yahweh's frenzy in war (cf. Ps. 9 where both the language 
of holy war and the langu.nge of the rcyal cult are fused; 
-------·-----
l8Muilenburg, £.£• ~it . , V, 4-65 . 
19Edmond Jacob, ~b~logl of th~ 01~ testament, trans. 
Arthu~ 'II . Heathcote and I h :Llip J. Allcock (New York: Harper 
& Brothers , 1958), p. 96 n. 
20Luclvrig Kohler, Old Testament Theolo.tQC, trans . A. S. 
'.rodd ( Fhiladelph:i.a : 1'he 'destm:Inste·i· l)ress , 1957) , p. 33. 
in t h i s sone of v engeanc e , an ent hroned Yahv1ch acts as 
§ho f~:~ t ~~eSt_ , Bavi.ng his people wh i l e vanqu ishing their 
enemies). 
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I s rael ' s all eged universal mis s ion i s enc a psulated 
in the second dis tich of 42 : 6 : "I have g iven you as a c ove--
nant to the people, a light to the nation s.'' Ac cording to 
Muilenburg , "Isra el i s h er self made the light whi ch shines 
in the spiritual darkness of the surroundir.g wo r ld . 11 21 It 
is to b e notj.ced that "a light to t he na tions " is in inti-
mate syntactical connection with the next verse wh ere the 
blinded eyes o:f tho s e who sit in prison darkness are to be 
open e d. Here Muilenburg expresses wh at has almos t b ecome 
axioma tic among scholars: 11 The r ele ase of t h e ~ aptive f.; from 
pr i s on is net to be taken as referring to libera tion from 
exile but r athe r in a s piritual sens e, a liberation of all 
t h e pco ple f r om bondage . u22 
Sna i t h, on t he o·the r hand, ass erts tha t I s rael's 
salva t:i.on alone "is the only salvation in which t h e prophe t 
is int er es ted . The Servant will be a light to guide every. 
I sraelite home ." 23 Orlins ky trans l ates vs. 6 a s follows: 
I the Lord h ave summoned you for triumph; 
I h av e gr as ped you by the hand, 
Have guarded you and made you 24 A covenant of ( a ) people, a light of n ations. 
Orlinsky ' s r endering of the cons truct l.'..£.£ f£Y._i~ is 
correct, and there is nothing here to indic a te a "spi r itual" 
liberat ion of all the people s . The c aptives described in 
the follow i ng v er s e are clearly the I s r aelites , blinded by 
t h ei r pris on ' s da r kness; they are to r eceive light, wh er ev er 
21Muilenburg , o~. cit., V, 469 . 
22Q..E· cit., v, 469. 
2 3sn aith, Studi es ~n Qld Tes t ament Prop~ecy , p. 198. 
2 4-orlins ky, Vetus :res t amentum, p. 103. 
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they may b e f ound., to gu i d.e them horne . I n vs . 16, t h e 
the blind captive s will be guided back on a road th ey do 
not knov.·, and t h e darknes s bef ore them wi l l turn to light . 
Orlinsky cla i ms that in Deutcro Isaiah , "Porcign na tions 
are but ment i oned as peopl es to be conqucred • • • or a s the 
inst:r·umen t of Yhwh to deliver h is people; or in a rhetorical 
manner of s .peeJcing , t o be witnes s of Yhwh ' s glory . u 25 In 
ch . 49 : 6, l:.~EI. ~I~~ i s agai n given s o " tha t my salvation 
may r each to tht: and of the e arth . 11 The :r·ema inder of this 
chapter is qu ite explicit a s to t he prophet ' o attit ude 
towar d t he othe r nat ions : 
Kings sh all s ee and a rise ; 
princes t hey shall prostra te themselv es (vs . 7) . 
Behold , I will l ift up my h and to the nations , 
and rais e my s i gnal to the peoples ••• 
'.Vith their faces to the ground 
they shall bow down t o you , 
and l i c k t h e dus t of your feet (v ss . 22- 2.3) . 
I will make you r oppressors ea t their own fl esh , 
ancl they shall b e drunk with t h e i r own blood as 
wj:th wine . 
Then all f l esh shall know t hat I am the Lord 
your Savior and you r Rede emer 
t he Migh t y One of J acob (v s . 26). 
Regardi ng these pas sages , Torrey- -while as suming a 
univ er sal mis s ion i n Deutero Isa iah ' s message-assures us 
tha t " t he poet would have been h orrified by t h e though t 
tha t any one c ould t ake h i s words here as a l i teral predic-
t ion or wish. u 26 We b eliev e t hat the pro phet wou ld no t 
"have been horr ified by the thought ," whil e many conunenta-
tors u nder s t andably ar e so horrified . 
In Is . 62 :1-2 we h ave anot h er passage where !~2d~ 
i s int i mat el y r ela ted t o na t ions and. ligh t : 
25op. cit . , p. 44. 
26Torrey , op. ci.t ., p. ]88 . 
:F'or Zion's s al<:e 1 will n ot keep si l ent, 
and for J e rusal em ' s s e.lce I will not rest 
until h er vindic c:. t i on g oes f orth a s brightness , 
and h er salva tion as a burn i ng tor ch. 
The na t i ons shall see your vindic a tion, 
and a ll the kings your g lo r y. 
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rrhe theme of ch. 62 is I Br acl' s triumphant r eunifi-
c a tion with h er l and-a l and where en emies sh all not eat 
and " f ore i gners shall not drink" (it should be note d that 
tsed_~9. , ;y_~~hu_:~ , a nd ka~od, res pee tively transla tecl as 
"vindica tion," "salvat:i.on, 11 and "g lory," a re very close to 
being pe rsonifj.c a tions i n 62 : 1-2) • In ch. 42: 6, tsedeg_ 
i s als o connec ted to n a tions and light; h er e it a lso has 
to do with Israe l' s "vindic a tion, 11 i.e ., her victory over 
the n a tions and h e r triumph ant return to Zion following 
the da r kn es s of c a ptivity . 
~~~~deq r ende red a s ."righte ousness, " is here some-
times a.ssumed to denote t hat it i s not I s r ael's own merit 
tha t b r ings about s alva tion, but God's own g r acious pur-
pos e, ·.vh ich des ires I s r a el ' s mediation for world-wide sal-
v a tion. From t h e prec eding exami nation we conclude that-
regardle ss of questions conc erning I s rael's merit--this 
theolog ic a lly informed assumption i s v acuous. 
I s . 42:21, ~wh chafet£3. l'ma ' .~ tsi£9_~ ;yagdil tor~ 
"':f ey_a ' dir . 
The IJord was pleased, for his righteousness' s ake, to 
magnify his l aw and mak e it glorious . 
Inch. 42 :14-25, Yahweh i s s hown a s no longer able 
to b ear the oppr essed s t a tus of his people ; he will no 
longer r estra in hims elf, but will "cry out like a woman in 
trav a il," and f ree the captive s wh i le laying waste to the 
fore i gn n a tions . Beginning with v s . 18, Yahweh addresses 
his serva.nt Isra el, who i s blinded and deafened by captivity. 
To thi s people Yahweh h a d g iven his magnific ent tora.h , but 
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now Israel is "a people Tobbed and plundered .•• trapped i.n 
hol es ••. a prey with none to reocue. '' But since it was Yah-
weh himself who r e linquished 11 J acob to the spoiler" b ecause 
of the people ' s failure to follow the law, it is also Yah-
vleh .who can re s cun his people. 
Although the style and languag e of vs. 21 belongs 
to Deutero Isaiah, "many scholc:.rs ••. reject the verse jn its 
enttrety . 11 27 },or ~3ome schola r s , Dcuter o Isaiah must re-
main oblivious to the "law" for the sake of an alleged uni-
v ersal salvation. 'rhose scholars vtho a ccept the .authentic-
ity of the verse, often feel the need to qualify its posi-
tion here: "What gives content to these 'times ' is l aw and 
grace ," writes Muilenburg, "but it is grace , not law, that 
has the final word. 1128 Torrey claims that ~or~ here means 
"th~ ~-~~ !.:;li£?J..2.!.!···which wa s to be 'the light to the 
n a tion s ' .•• Of the Hebrew Pentateuch or any par t of it , the 
poet c c.n1 hardly h ave thoueht h ere . u 29 North agrees: "This 
can hardly be ••• 'The Law' (of Moses), i.e. the Pentat euch ."30 
Such disclaimers ignore the continuity between vs. 21 and 
vs. 24 , where we have pasnages on walking in Yahweh's ways 
and obeying his torah. Such phraseology is inttmately re-
lated to the terms chokim ( "ordinanc t~s"), ~~~~~_y_ot ("com-
man<hllents "), and !!!1-s~patj.n~ ("statutes ") as we find them in 
the Deuteronomic and prophe tic literature a t large (cf. 
Dt. 26 :17; II Kg. 17:13; Ezek. 18:9). North recognizes 
this relationship, but says that since they "are Deutero-
nomic in tone," they must be the work of a l a ter redactor.31 
27.:vruilenburg , £.E· c j_ ~· , V, 477. 
28o:e. ci ~·, v, 479. 
29Torrey, o:e. cit., p. 332. 
30North, ~.E· ci ~· , p. 118. 
3l~E· ci-G., p. 118. 
Does North believe that only the Deuteronomists used this 
phraseology? Would h e cla im that wherever such phraseology 
appears in the prophet ic literature , it i s the product of 
later Deuteronomic redaction? Would he assert that Deutero 
Isaiah was i gnorant of s uch phraseology? .North h imself 
writes elsewhere that '' No one .•• su pposes that everything 
in the Old Testament which bea:rs s t r ong marks of 1 Deutero-
nomic' style is therefore by the author of Deuteronomy, nor 
even that Deuteronomy io all from one hand. 11 32 Wh en Deutero 
Isaiah writ es in 51:7 ''the people in whose heart is my l aw , 11 
North does not say that this i s a Deuteronomic redac tion 
(cf. Dt . 11 :18 ; 26:16), but that "the l angu age recalls tha t 
of the New Covenant" as found in ,Jereuii a..'l and Ezekiel . 33 
North feels safe here; t he law h as supponedly been spiritu-
alized, and any styltoti c connection with the Deuteronomists 
c a:1 be ignored. 
The idea that :Deutero I saiah i s not conc erned with 
J\~os2.ic law is absurd; it i s an a t tempt to view the prophet 
as the perpetrator of a radically new messag e of universal 
salvation, a message inimical to the particularism of Mosa ic 
law. If Deutero Isaiah does not often mention anything 
specific concerning Mosaic law, it i s simply bec ause his 
message presupposes compliance with this law among the ma-
jority of those he addresses . When he does mention the 
law ( e.g. , 42: 24; 48:18 ), it is to l"emind th-3 exiles-as 
did J eremi ah and Ezekfel-that they are in exile because 
they transgressed these l aws, and no t because of Yahweh's 
impotence . To think tha t Deutero I sai ah , who se poetry was 
:probably read in synagogues and in nationalis tic circles, 
32chris to:pher R. Nor th, ~~~ Sufferin~ S~~~t in 
Deutero-Isaiah (London : Oxforu Univer s ity l)re ss , 1963), 
p.J:-?15. --
33North , ~he Se~ond I sai ah , p . 211. 
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was not interested in the traditional law , i.s absu:cd. 1~he 
community during the Babylonian Exile was 
marked by adherence to traditional law . Heicshtened 
streGs on J.avr is unders tandabl e~ among the exilon, for 
now that na tion and cult had ended there was Li.ttle 
to mark them Jews . Mo:ceovcr , since the prophets had 
explained the calamity as a punishment for the breach 
of covenaJ1t law , j_ t is scarcely remarka!)lc that sin-
cere men should h ave felt a more earnest att~:mti.on to 
this feature of their relig ion • •• Strict obse:vrance • • • 
became increaning.ly the mark of a loyal ,J ew • .)t\-
The "righteous " man (~g) observed the .laws and 
thus became "victorious" ( t~); Yahweh had rev.ealed these 
laws for the sake of his own powerful attribute of ".justic e " 
( t G :i..9:9.£) • 
Is . 41 : 26 , :n~ ~<! ~~osh ~.!1_~_9-a ' ~ ~1!1-~ ~ ·y~E;.~' mc;t.E 
~s~di..9... 
Who dec l2.red j_ t from the beg j.nning, that we might know , 
and befo:ce time, that we might say , "He is right " ? 
Is. 41 : 25 s eems to sup!Y.)rt contentions that Cyrus is 
not the "one" referred to in 41 : 2 . Here the one "stirred 
u p11 shal l call on Yahweh's name. Ye t for Deutero Isaiah , 
Cyrus i s merely the unwitting trigger of Israel ' s r e t u rn ; 
Cyrus does not know Yahweh ( cf . 45 : 4). Muilenbu rg ' s stat e-
men-t that " though h e does not know him , he wil l yet come t o 
acknowledge him as the one true God" is unconvincin.g . 35 
Deutero Isai ah is only concerned here wlth Yahweh' s omni -
potence , t he ir..ab i l i ty of other gods to contend ''l'lith h im , 
the destruction of kings , and the return o:f Israel to Zion . 
By reading .tsadig,_ e.s ~~§.eg_ (with the Dead Sea Scrol l ) , 
an argument-based on the preceding verse- could be con-
structed for unders t andine 41:26 as an acclamati on for 
--------------------· 
34John Eright, A H~~~~r;z: o .~ !2r3:_el ( lhiladelphia : 
The Westminster Pres~3, 1959l , pp. 349-?0. 
35Mu ilcnburg, 2-E· cit . , V, 462 . 
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Yahweh's hypostasis, tsed~q__. Such a n argument Vlould seem 
to be obvia ted by the image of legal proce edings evoked in 
v s . 21 where we h ave in synonymous pa r allelism, "Set forth 
your c ase . •. bring your proofs . " 'rhe word ts~2:9.. seems to 
connect with this i mage , pronouncing Yahweh as the ·winner 
of the case . But the portrayal of a trial here is not 
quite so obvious aa many assume . The Hebrew word rendered 
as "cas e " is IJv , which c an simply mean "quarre lsome adver-
sary. " 'I'he Heb rew word tran olated as " proofs " is a t s umot ---- -' 
which simply means "s trong ones. '1 
Nevertheless , it s eems clear that Yahweh is challeng-
ing the gods of other nations to match his omnipotence . It 
is a ppropria t e , then , that observers of this match declare 
Yal1weh "t~J}dl9._. 11 It is not unlikel y tha t in anc i ent Israel, 
the victor in either a legal t rial or a match of skill or 
s t rength was acclaimed by the cry "!:~di9.. ~ 11 
Is . 43: 9 , ;vitn\~ edayhe~ ~~_:yitsd'~· 
Let them bring t heir witnesses to justify them. 
In ,~3 : 1-7, Yahweh calls forth the exiles t o return , 
boast ing of his power to protect t h em . They a re "dearer" 
to him "than other peoples ," 36 according to the metaphorical 
imag e i n vs . 3 , and h e will gather them " from the end of 
the earth" ( v s . 6 ) . Though they have been blinde d and deaf-
ened by c aptivity , the Israelites can stil l see and hear 
( vs . 8) : '"rhey h ave been witness to events of the past, and 
they are Gtill a witness to these evcnts. 11 3? They are 
c a lled upon now to witness t!1e discomfiture of the false 
t~ods who are challenged in legal parl ance by Yahweh to 
36Torrey , ~F. · c jY.. , p. 334. 
37l\luilenburg , op. cit .• , V , 4.86 . 
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bring forth thGi:c own w:i. tnesses to deeds equal to those of 
Yahweh. If these eods are true gods , let t he vtitnr; sse~3 to 
their mighty deeds justify them. 1'he word eme t ("true") in 
the subsequent Htich con:firms tha·~ we are dea ling h ere vd th 
th l f . . t . t' 38 · ~ e anguage o· JUrJ.s J.c oa ·ns. 
IB. 43:26, SP:J?..~.:£ at?;1~ l ' me ' ~!:!. !it~dag._. 
Set forth your case, that you may be proved right. 
The preceding "stro phe" (vss . 22-24) is, according 
to Muilenburg, an indictment against "Israel as she really 
is," preparing us for " the grace of God" that "transcends 
the deserved judg ement . 11 39 In the next " s trophe" (vss . 
25-·28) , continues Muilenburg, "emphasis f alls on the phras e 
fo_E IDY. ~~ ~~·" This shows that by "God 1 s grace alone is 
Israel forg iven . 1140 
A carefu.l I'eading o:f vss. 22--28 shows u.s that Deutero 
Isaiah is not depleting "Is rael as she really is," but how 
she was in p:ce-e.x~_lic times 41 (the conjunction--RSV "yet"-
before the negative in vs. 22 should be omitted as an in-
terpolation made on the assumption that the chapter j_s all 
of one piece 42). Ya1nveh portrays Israel ' s past transgres-
sions in order to show 
destruction" (vs. 28). 
more than she de served 
why he "delivered Jacob to utter 
But now thc>.t Israel has suffered 
(cf. 40 : 2; 47 : 6), Yahweh is willing 
to forget the past for the sake of his own reputation. In 
Is. 48:11, we haV'e: 11 For my own sake, for my 0\m sake, I do 
38cf. North, The §_~~ond Isai~h , p. 176 . 
39Muilenbu:r g , .o12 . ~_j.t ., V, 497. 
40o .-e. ci!., v, 499-· 500 . 
4lsnai th, Studies J~ Old Testament ~~-phecl_, pp. 195-96 . 
4·2Torrey, OJ?. . cit_., p . 342. 
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it, for how should my name be profaned?" The emphas is is 
not on "grace" i n any post-·-b:!.bl i c a l sense, but on Yahweh's 
malign ed reputation and fame . It was not from impotence 
that Yahweh allowed his people to fall into captivity, but 
because of their own past sin s . Wit~ a certain largesse , 
Yahweh is saying h ere that "If there are tho se who think 
tha t I acted unjustly, let us retrace the pas t together, 
appraine wh a t took place, and see if any accusation of in-
jus tic e on my part may be proven correct . 11 
I s . 45:8, ha_}~_i fu_ ~p.ama;v.,~~ mim:3:' a~ u' schaqi~ yiz!_~- t sede_q_ 
!U'_!ach erctz Y~.Y-i :f..ru ;yesn~ ~~i..0..~ t?-_:_~GmiaC1~ ;y_~c~. 
Shmver, 0 h eav ens, from above, and l e t the s kies rain 
dmvn righ teounness; l e t the earth open, tha t salvation 
may sprout :forth, and let it cause righteousness to 
spring up a l s o. 
Concerning t his passage Mui lenburg writes , "The g ifts 
of salvation are u n iversal •.• and t h e he avens and the earth 
respond in joy and g l adness to the univers a l redemption ."43 
'J:hi s interpr etation i s b ased , according to Muilenburg , on 
the preceding v e r ses where Cyrus will act as an unwitting 
agent of Yah·.veh' s omnipoterwe-an omnipotence tha t will 
c ause men from east to west to acknowledge tha t there i s no 
other god. Put do the "men ••• from the rising of the sun 
~Yld from the west " (vs . 6) s i gnify any peo ple other than 
the Israelite s? The Hebrew t ext does not say "that men 
may know ," but simply l'ma ' :::tn ;}'ed ' u ("tha t they may know"); 
the "they 11 re ferred to is :found in vs. 4: 11 f or the sake of 
(l'ma • an) my servant J acob, and Israel my chosen," who will 
be gath e r ed from the east and from t he west (cf. 43 :5). 
Our verse is a lyrical outburs t of joy over the im-
minent triumphant re turn of the I sraelites. The poet has 
43.Muilenburg , op. cit., V, 525 . 
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chosen a sensual metaphor reminiscent of the Canaanite 
fertility cult; Yaltweh' s attribute , ~_e_e d_:.:st , will rna te wi t h 
earth. The "womb " of earth will open, a nd. ~s~ag~!2_ and 
~~-~h '~'": will "s prout fo:cth." These two terms are often em-· 
ployed by Deutero Is a iah in synonymous paral.lelj.sms , and 
together usually signify 11Victory" or. "deliverance, 11 as in 
war. ~~orrey claims that ts~9--~q_ and ;;{~-~h '..§: "here as every-
where else :in Second Isaiah, are spi:ri tual blessings. 11 1~4 
North, while emphasizing a sublima.t:i.on "into what is now 
pure mcta:(.lhor, 11 recognizes the "erotic associations in Baal 
religion. " He also recognizes "womb" as the nattl.ral objec t 
of tiftach. 45 
It is not surprising that tsed~q_ rains down here, 
for the word's mythopoeic background as the name of a solar 
god caused it to be associated with rain. 46 This 5.s pos-
sibJ.y the backg:round behind the word's use in Hos. 10:12: 
"for it ts time to seek the Lord, that he may come and rain 
salvat i on ( tsedeq ) upon you." ____ ....... 
Both the masculine ( tse.deg.) and feminine ( tsde:gah) 
forms of the nOUll are used in our passage. Some scholars 
have attempted to see the masculine form as the norm of 
God's activity, and the feminine form as the visible mani-
festation of this activity on earth. 47 At least as far as 
Deutero Isaiah is concerned, we must agree wi t h North that 
there "is no definable di-fference" between the forms. 48 
------
4~rorrey, 9-E· £1!·, p. 359. 
45North, T~~- Secon~ Is.~_iah, pp. 151-52. 
46noy A. Rosenberg , "The God Sedeq ," Hebrew Union 
Colle~- f\nnuaJ., :XXXVI (1965) , p. 173. 
J47cf. J acob , op. cit., p. 98. 
48North, The Seco~Isaiah , p. 152. 
I s . 45:13 anoch:L b_~' i r._9_tih~ b' t f?ed~. 
I h ave arous ed h im in righteousness~ 
50 
Scholars generally assume that Cyrus is the one 
"aroused. " here. The assumption s tems from 44:28 e..nd 45 :1 
where Cy:rus is s pecifical ly n amed and described as a "shep-
hard" and as Yahweh's "annointed," He is called u pon to 
"s ubdue the nations" as a catalyst for Israel's release 
from c aptivity. 
Torrey, on the other hand, claims that 44:28 is a 
l a ter interpolation; concerning the mention of Cyrus in 
45:1, Torrey writes: "There is no more palpable gloss than 
this in all the Old Testament. Context, meter, and his-
torical fact all exclude it,n 49 While the meter in 45:1 
is indeed avrkward , Torrey' s assertion seems s omewhat exag-
gerated. Torrey believes that the Cyrus "interpolations" 
were inBpi red by t he a ffinity be t ween 45 :1 3 and t he Cyr us 
account in the first chapter of Ezra. 50 :C'ut if we are deal-
ing with i nterpolationo influenced by the Chronicler's 
account, why do we not find Cyrus narned-aside from these 
two times--anywhere else in chs. t10- 55? Why is the name 
wi thl1eld, for example, from 41: 2? Why should we not also 
assume t hat 41:2 and t't5:13 (both reminiscent of Ezra 1:1) 
are interpolations? Why should we suppose an interpolation 
influenced by the Chronicler, instead of assuming that the 
Chronicler connected the existent Cyrus passages with 41:2 
and 45:13 (just as many s cholars h ave done ever since then), 
and thus arrived a t the express ion he'i£ lh?~ et ruach 
koresh (Ezra 1:1)? 
49Torrey, £E• cit., p. 357. 
50op. cit., p. 360. 
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We, on the other hand, believe that the n aming of 
Cyrus in -15:1 is from the h and of our poet, and that 45 : 
1-13 (excluding v s . 8) forms a single poem. That 11 Cyrus 11 
is no t an interpola tion ia supported by the 11 though you do 
not know;' passages (vss. 4--5). Moreover, it is su pported 
by the :pri.mary purpose of the poem. We suggest t h at Deu tero 
I sai ah composed this poem af ter realizing the inev.l-tability 
of Cyr us' conques t of :Eabylon. The prophet set about ex-
plaining Cyrus as an instrument of Yahweh. The I s r ae lites 
vi ewed the anticipated return in terms of the Rxoclus of 
thei r tre:~.di tion. Deutero Iaaiah wishe d to communicate the 
idea that a lthough the new exodus might be set in motion by 
a non-I s raelite conqueror, it is still Yahweh's work. Yah-
vteh created man and all the earth; was he not, therefore, 
in control of what he had created? could he not command a 
:foreign rul er to act as h i s agent? Will I srael question 
the means Yahweh employs in order to initiate her release? 
Cyrus has been aroused in order to trigger Israel's 
triumph. He has been aroused b' tsede,g_, for the ultimate 
victory of I Brael. Deutero Isaiah enl i sted a similar lan-
guage j.n 41:2 and in 4-2:6, but this does not demonstrate 
conclusively that Cyrus is indicated in those passages (in 
42:6 Cyrv.s is cert<.dnl.y not implied). 
Yah·Neh here arouses Cyrus "by means of" (!?:-) !_se9-~9.. , 
~~deg_ being the attribute of Yahv1eh associated with the 
just and victorious deliverance of Isra el. The role of 
Cyrus is clearly dependent on Yahweh's own t ~~~~· 
Is. 45:19, ani ;rhwh £~ !sedea ~agid me'sh§FiiD:• 
I the IJord speak the truth, I declP~re wha t i s right. 
!luilenburg labels 45:14-25 "The Convers ion of the 
Nations." He warns us against "literalistic interpretations " 
which lLitu:;t be "cas t . aside" in order to appreciate the 
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eschatological "hor i zons" viev1od by our prophet . 5l We 
would, in turn, warn against casting aside what the prophet 
writes for the sake of post··· bj blical interpretations. 
Verses 14-1'7 prenent a portra it of wealthy and proud 
n a tions paying subservient material ·t-r:-ibute to I srael while 
confirming t hat God is onll with I s r ael, and will pro ·tect; 
h e r forever. Throughout the r..oem, I srael's God is depic ted 
as a god of militant victory and deliverance, a god who will 
subj ect the n a tions while bringing to I s r ael triumph and 
c ause for boasting. The RSV "turn to rne and be saved , a ll 
the ends of the e a rth" (vs. 22 ) does not mean the non-~ Isra-­
elites, but the gath ering of the exiles (cf. 43:5-6). The 
RSV "eve ry knee shall bow" (vs . 23) is not a sign of wor-
ship , but of abject subservience (cf. vs. 1 4) . 'rhe ~~;.:~~h~ 
in v s . 2 4 do es not signi f y r epcntan·t s h e..m.e ( RSV "ashamed ") 
on the part of the n a tions , but that they shall be shamed 
by Yahweh's victories over them , on behalf of Israel . Tor-· 
rey ' s "come in abasement " is an appropriate trannlation . 52 
In 45 :19 we h ave doV<:_E. tsed.eg,. (RSV "speak the truth" ). 
In order to see this phrase in its proper perspective , vre 
t urn to 63 :1-6 wh ere we have a song of Yahweh ' s vengeance . 
Here Yah weh is portrayed as returning from his grues ome 
mission of revenge against I srael's enemies . His garments 
are dripping with the blood of his trampl ed opponents. 
Answe ring a rhetoric a l qu estion concerning his identity , 
Yahweh says "It is I, announcj.ng vindic a tion (m' dabe r bi-
tsd~g_ah ), mighty to save." The trans l ation of tr:>edeg_ as 
"truth" in this v erse , is influenced by the appearanc e of 
!!!_e_:sh a rim ( RSV "right" ) in the subsequ ent stich . 'But lash a r 
511\'iuilenburg , op. cit . , V, 528 . 
52Torrey , O£• cit ., p. 2 ~. 
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(the root, usually meaning 11 straight 11 ) , JJtigh t also be under-
stood here aa Dignifying th a t which is undevia.t:Lng . 'rhe 
plural fon11 E~~sh~El:.!!!. i.s a "plural of tnnplificati.on" de-
signe d to int ensi f y the idea of the root, 5 3 so we might 
p0:_3j_ t the wo rd as expressing a sense of Yahweh' s infl exi-
bility on Israel ' s beha lf; Yahweh is announc ing here tha t 
his design to avenge I srael inexorable. Our in terpretation 
lllB.kes ev en better sen se if we rea d the RSV "cha os " preceding 
our d.iatich as "for nothing " ( an " exarnple of a common Ser.ni·-
t:ic accusative," according to Torrey5 4). 
Is. 45 : 21, e l ~sad.?£. 1Ul!Oshi ' a .§:_~ i~ ?:E.lati. 
A righteous God and a Savior; t here is none besides me. 
Muilenburg correctly r ecognizes that t he associa tion 
o:f tsedeq here with "salva tion" s ugges t s tha t tfw former 
aig~i:fi£;~; "victoryu or "delive r anc e ."55 Trans lating the 
term !.1:£..~2.2~ as "Savior, 11 however, t ends to emascula te the 
phra~se w:i.-th post- biblical theolog ical overtones ( cf . our 
analys is of 42 :6 above, pp. 38-39). Bo·th pre d icates h ere 
de pj.c t Yahweh as victorious in ba ttle, and able to rescue 
Israel from the h ands of her en emies. Knight' s renderine 
of _ts a dig_ in this v e r se as "creative goodness " i s fla.ccid . 5G 
Is. 4-5 : 2 3, :Ya t~.§: mi pi ~ dava.r v' lo ~'1Sh1.3:.':,. 
From my mouth has gone forth in righteousness a word 
that shall not return. 
1'orrey emends 9-a~ v' lo to d ' ~.ari lo. 57 We further 
s uggest emending the f ollowing verb l~sl:2:-.Y.. to ;t~eshf>:_! or to 
-------·----
5 3Gesenius-Kau tzsch, o p. c i!. , p. 397. 
54~rorrey , £1~· cit., p. 362. 
55Muilenburg , ?..E • _9it ., V, 533 . 
5~night , 2.P.• 9~j-! ·, p . 143. 
57 ~~orrey, 2.E• ci_!• , p . 362. 
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.~:?..:_sh ev (_:e_i' el) • This would render the meaning as 11 my word 
Vlill not sit idly by. 11 Yahweh ' s word, it should be remem-
~- 8 
bered, is an aeent of effective power . ::.> 
Tsd~_9._?.h is here portrayed as setting out from Yah-
weh ' s mouth in order to bring victory to the Israelites, 
while subjugating her enemies. In ancient Egypt, 11 justicc 11 
i s ma ' at , end the temple of ~a • at is the king's mouth .59 ,Jus t 
as we find that tsedea is often used in 8.-Yl anti the tical re-___ ._ 
lationship with darkness or chaos (because of its mythopoeic 
conncc tion •.vi th the sola r cult) , we also find that in the 
great battle reliefs of ancient Egypt, enemies are depicted 
as r e presentatives of darkness and chaos, vanquished by the 
bright m~·~t of the k:i.ngs. 60 Hegardless of the extent to 
which Israelite thought was or was not inf luenced l)y Egyp-
tian mythology, the concrete personifi cation of what modern 
men call 11cr)ncepts" permeates the literature of the ancient 
Near East . That mythopoeic expressions reside in Deutero 
.Isai::ili' s poetry should not surprise us, and we do Vlell to 
he ed Frankfort's words: "Even the great conception of an 
only and t ranscendent God was not entirely free from myth, 
for it was not the fruit of detached speculation, but of a 
. t d d . . u 61 pass~ona e an ynam~c exper~ence . 
Is. 45:24, ach pa;y}1wh: li a~~£ tsda_g_ot .. Y3-~~· 
Only in the Lord, it shall be said of me , are righteous-




58J . Lindblom, Prophe_£I in Ancient Israel (1?h iladel--
Mu.hlenberg Press ~J.-962) ; 'pp. -riT..:J.5. ·-·--
59Henri Frankfort, et aJ:.., Before ??hiloao_p~ (Balti-
Penguin Books , 194-9), p. 22. 
60Henri. Frankfort., ~cie..I!.! E_g:[.E~i~ R~]-~ (N ew 
Harper & Row , 1948), pp. 55-56 . 
61Frankfort, Befo~. ~nilono phl_ , p . 2 4-4. 
In acco:rrl w.ith the Dead Sea. Scroll , WP would emend 
li ~~-0.::E to ;y:~a~er ( nj:....e!1 ' al ) , rendering t h e meanine as 11 i t 
shall be said. " 'Ne may t ake i;sdaq ot h ere as a plural of 
-----~--·-
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ampli.•fication, denoting Yahweh' s mie;hty <leed n in war (under·-
s co:ced by the correlative ~). We agree with Mu il(mburg 
that the rrwani.ng here is similar to that of the cono truct 
t s:!:_~lq__<?_·.~ as found in J g . 5 : 11 and Mic. 6 : 5 . 62 Knie;ht inde-
fati gably interprets this phras e as a.l'l ex pression of God 1 s 
"compassionate, loving ac tivity.u 6 3 
I s . 45: 25 , b~Jh_wh yi _!;_ud ' cp.~ Y...'J).th al ' lu ko ~ ~E;..E..~ J..:":.sra~l · 
In the Lord all the offspring o f I s r ae l sh all t;r iwnph 
and glo ry . 
Torrey accla ims 45 : 22 f . as " a grand utterance " o:f 
the pr·ophe't ' s "conception of the world 's :fu t ure" that shows 
he wrote "not .for J evvs only, but :for a l l mankind . 1164 Torrey 
is rc'tiscent concerning ~ol_ zer~ l.:_isra~~ in vs. 25 . V/e c an 
or.l.y a ssume t hat h e viewed it as obvious tha t his converted 
nations a re now new I sraelites. 
We suggest that :Ln vss . 22-25, Deutero I saiah is 
enlisting early cultic languag e evocative of t h e Exodus-
Conques t rituC~ . The f tnal distich proclaims that all the 
seed of Israel s h all be victoriou s ( ~its~ • q~) 65 and s hall 
h av e cause to boas t (;y:_i tl:tal ' lu). It is worth n oting that 
the RSV translates t se-~~..9.. and its c ognates as "righteous" 
or " righteousnesn " all through ch. 45 (excluding " truth" in 
v s . 19), but then s uddenly-and more appro:pria·t ely--decides 
----·---
62Mu.il(~nburg , 9.J? • ci!., V, 534. 
63K · h ·'- op c·1· t p 146 n:tg ~, ' - - • .:.:..:..._ • ' • • 
6 41'o rrey , ~.E · £.i!·, p. 362. 
65N orth , rrhe Se.£._ond ~ saiah, p. 162. 
to render yit_]~9....~ as "shall triumph " in vs . 25 . . l1erhapn 
"sha ll be justified " would have been mo re consistent , and 
certainly no less insipid, the.n the preceding r end:L tions. 
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Is . 46 :12-13 , shim 'v. ela ' i abir.ay l ev harchoqim mitsda-
9._ah : 9. e r a.vt i ts icfq._a t i -j_ 0 -t i rcli-aq_ ··u :C'i"s"hii-~ a "t r~r<?.. ·-c !acnef. 
He arken to me, you stubborn of heart, you who are far 
from deli ve rance: I bring near my del ive r anc e , it is 
not far off, and my salvation will not tarry. 
In ch. 46 we have a poem of ridicule against the 
heathens who worship t dols, closing with an announcement 
of their i~ninent defeat. But vss. 3-4 and vss. 12-13 are 
isola ted pieces , each beginning with· the cultic formula 
shim'u ela' i. Verses 3-4 expresses the pa ternal solicitude 
of Yahweh toward Israel, which insures her deliver ance. 
Verses 12··13, militant in tone, relates the certainty of 
I srael ' s victory and glory. 
Almost all commentators and transla tors ins ist on 
rendering the cons truct ab_~_ray l ev as "stubborn of heart ." 
This rendering is ·done in the light of vs. 8 where we have 
J?_Osh 'im (RSV "transgressors") . Torrey directs us to Ezek. 
3:7 and Mal. 3:13 for a comparison; but neither of these 
pas s aees uses ab~ra;z. lev. 66 Ezel\:iel, in fact, uses g~ shal 
le~, a typical expression of r ecalcitrar.ce (cf. t he common 
g ' shay ~ref in Ex. 32 :9). In the song of vengeance inch. 
49 ("I will make your oppressors eat their own flesh"), 
Deu tero Isaiah uses ab_ir ;x:a ' kov ( 11 the Mighty One of Jacob 11 ) 
as Yahweh's self-predication. He u ses it again in 60 :16 
(cf. Gen. 49: 24; Ps . 132:2 and 5) . In Jer. 46:15 we s ee 
the term abir a pplied to war riors . In Is. 46:12, we should 
also understand abiral ~.:.£~ as denoting mighty or valiant 
66Torrey, op. ci!•, p. 367. 
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vtarriors . !llany inter preters would. h ave u s believe t hat in 
order to express t he r ecalc itrance of the Israelites, Deu-· 
tero I oai. ah enlis ted a t erm that a lmos t always expreBnes a 
sens e of might in ba ttle, a term t he poet himoelf uses as 
a predication of Yahweh . 
This piece, then (vs s . 12-13), is r eminiscent of a 
cultic b a ttle song . Israel's mit;hty warriors arc told that 
although they now seem far :from "v.ici;ory" ( tG~aqah) ove r 
their enemies, Yahweh will ye t bring forth victory ("my 
victory"··-!:dag~~ can be viewed here as a hypo s tasis of 
Yahweh). 
Is. ~8 :1, ~~~-?:_~hba ~~i:!}~ E._~~~~~ ;y~~?:. ~y~o112:;¥. ~E .. E ..~e ?:_ 
;y~~2:...ru lo. Vt:.£_me ! ~ -y~ ts c_!~'l~ · 
Who s wear by the name of the Lord, and confess the God 
of I s r ae l hut not in truth or right. 
Many scholars are :pe rplexed by the passages of re-
proach a&ainst Ir;rael in ch . 48. Snaith claims that thHy 
are not address e cl t o the exi les, but to the non- exiles still 
in J e :cus alem: "They are the inhabitants of the city who were 
not deported • • • ' t he rebellious house ' of Ezekiel; the ' bad 
figs ' of Jeremia.h • . • ' the people of the lancl ' of the Chroni-
67 cler." While Snaith's interpretation maintains some co-
gency, we feel tha t it is de termined by his understanding 
of Deutero Isaiah as a n a tionalist , and not by the conten t 
of the verses involved . 
Other scholars cons ider thes e passages as later inter-
polations , presenting "a kind of interlinear commentary in 
which I srael ' s pas t is strongly condemned . " 68 'rhis theory 
67Norman H. Snai th, "Isaiah 40-66," Supplemen t f3 to 
Vetus Testamentum, Vol. XIV (J.;eiden : B. J . 131:TT1;J~967")"-, 
p:-j_7-4-. ·--
68North , !re Secop~ J s~ia~ , p . 175. 
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J.s nuppo:cted by both the inconsistency of content and by 
stylistic considerations . Some of the verses are almost 
eertainly composite, including vss . 1~~2. Nevertheless, we 
must view as suspect a theory which claims that more than 
h alf of the first eleven verses are interpolations. 
If we understand these passages as referring to Is-
rael's pre~exilic transgressions, then they are simply rep-
resentative of several such passages :in Deutero Isaiah, 
where the prophet emphasizes Isra.el' s past sins in order 
to just:Lfy Yall\.veh' s ac t o:f allowing her to fall captive 
(that the passages here are relating pre-exilj.c transgres-
sions seems confirmed by vs. 18). But if we regard the 
passages i.n ch. 48 as alluding to exilic Israel, then we 
can probably understand them as being inspired by the op-
position that the prophet ' s mes sC~ge encountered among those 
exile s who were satisfied with their present condition. 
·rhe words e:o:net and :tn~ together see~ to be part 
of the u su al l anguage of oaths (c f . Jer. 4-:2), 9 probably 
expressing a sense of sincerity, trustworthiness, and honor 
(cf. I Kg . 3:6) . The verbs "swear by" and "confess 11 con-
firm that we are dealing here with formal cultic terms . 70 
Is . 48:18, lu hiosha:vta l ' mitsvota ' i v ay'hi kanahar 
shlomaykha y.-t sTcta-attkha k 1gi& -!'lay am-;·--- ---
o that you had hearkened to my commandments ! Then your 
peace vwuld have been like a river, and your righteous-
ness like the waves of the sea. 
This verse should be understood as referring to pre-
exilic Israel. The particle lu ("would that") is followed 
by a verb in the perfec t tense . The contiguous second stich 
69~~· ci!•, p . 176. 
70Muilenburg, OJ2. _ci t., V, 554. 
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(we have a 3:3:3 meter here) beg ins with the i mperfect 
y •hi prefixed with a Y..~. (vav ~a12 i p~kh) . As such, the word 
should be understood a s the syntactical equiva l ent of the 
perfect tense . 
The word mit~~~ ("commandments ") is found primarily 
in the Deuteronomic literature , and is usually as sociated 
with the "sta t ·utes" a nd " ordinances" of the torah of Moses . - - -
When Deute ro Isaiah r efers to pre- exilic times, his languag e 
is often reminiscent of the Pen·tateuch, the Deuteronomic 
literature, and the pre-exilic prophets (c f . 42: 21 and 24; 
43:23-24; 48 :4). We understand rni tsvot to mean here virtu·-
ally the same as it did to the Deuteronomists, viz_. , the 
particular commandments of tradt tional law. Il'!uilenburg 
attempts to circumvent such an understanding by placing the 
word in the singular and interpreting it as " the commandment 
whereb;y her l ife in history was gui ded and directed . 11 He 
then goes on t .o emphasize that Deutero Isaiah was not con-
cerned v1ith "what Israel deserves" but wit:'l "divine grace . 117l 
There is an obvious affinity between our presen·t 
verse and Am. 5:24: "let justic e ( mis~.P~t) roll down like 
waters, and righteousnes s (tsdaq_ah) like an ever-flowing 
streum." }"'or Amos, tsQ_~ah is as s ociated v1ith just and 
ethical actions . Accordingly, every time that Amos uses 
the noun tsd;;:_~ , it is with rnis~p~! in a synonymous paral-
lelism. In the synonymous parallelism in I s . 4-8 :18, ysdaq_a.~ 
is employed along with the noun E.£la lom. Depending on the 
referents, the meaning of shalom can range from "health11 
and " peace " to "friendship" and " prosperity . 11 V/e su&gest 
that in our present verse, tsdaqc::_~ refers to v ictorious 
deeds, while shaloJ! refers to a secure prosperity gained 
7lop. ci.t. ,V, 561·-62. 
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from :.Tu.ch deeds (the subjugation of enemieG and the spoils 
accrued thereby). Spoils and tri.but.e would have been Is-
rael's, if she had f ollowed the co mmandments . While "peace" 
or ''prosperity" are appropriate translations o:f sh~al?m. here, 
our understanding of its meaning in connection with };sdag,_ah 
makes .it worthwhile to glance at Is. 66:12--16. In these 
verses ~<?.!~ is the outcome of Yahweh's wrath against Isra~ 
el's enemies, and spoils flov; into Israel like an "ever-
flowing stream." There is also an obvious affinity between 
Is. 48:18 and Ps. 81:13--16: 
0 that my people would listen to me, 
that Israel would walk in my ways! 
I would soon subdue their enemi.es, 
and tu:rn my hand against their foes. 
Tho~:~e who hate the Lord would cringe toward him, 
and their f ate would last for ever. 
I would feed you with the finest of the wheat, 
a nd wi th honey f rom the r ock I would satisfy you. 
Unlike Amos, Deutero Isaiah seldom u ses tsedeq_ as a 
marker f'or just or' ethical acts in a mundane sense. This 
does not mean that we have a development from an ethical 
sense to an idea of 11 divine grace," but rather (if you will) 
a retrogression to an early cultic language wherein t~2._~ 
was often associated with "victory" and "delive rance" in 
war; with the mighty deeds and judg ements of Yahweh on Is-
rael's behalf ; as an attribute of the cosmic king and di-
vine warrior. 
Is. 49:24, hayug,ach migibo_E mal~~£h v'im shvi ts~~dig, 
l_im~~e~. 
Can the prey be taken from the mighty, or the captives 
of a tyrant be rescued? 
The Vulgate, the Peshttta Syriac, and the Dead Sea 
Scroll read--as in vs. 25-ari'ts ("tyrant" or "ruthless 
one") instead of tsa~. 'rhe Septuag:Lnt accordingly reads 
adiko..:?_. Considering the similarity between the Hebrew 
Gl 
J.etters invoJ.vud , the scribal error is readily under stand-
G>.blc . 
Is. 50 :8, ~l§:!'O~ ~~-~-~~~d!_q_~: m~ y a_E_i_! ' i ti. 
He who v1ndicat es me is near . Who will. contflnd with me '? 
Isaiah 50 : 4-9 is gener ally assumed by scholar u to be 
one of the sO·· Called Servant-songs ( a rninori ty would als o 
include vs s . 10- 11). 'l'he word "servant" does not a ppe ar in 
vs s . 4-·~ 9, but becaus e of the g r e.tuitou fJ idea that Deutero 
I sai ah speaks of a "sufferine servant"--a servant who suf-
f ers vic ar).ously for t he sins of others-the designation 
was considered appropriate . The density of pos t -biblical 
theolog ical interpretations surrounding these verses makes 
it v ery difficult f or the scholar qua scholar to approach 
them . How does one reply to Torrey ' s reading which views 
vss . 4 ~-9 e.s a portrait of ~ ~"ilcaio__:~ in Acts 7 : 52? 72 North 
goes so far a.r-1 t o entitle vss . 4-9 "The Gethsemane of the 
Servant ." 7 3 \'l e can only agr ee with Orlinsky that "the He-
brew t ext of the s ixt h century B. c. i s expl ained in the 
light of a twentieth c.entu.ry A. D. interpretation of a first 
century A . D. ev ent ! .. 7 4 
We see no r eason to isol a te any of the passage s in 
ch. 50 . Our prophet is addressing tho se who f eel they have 
be e.n " s old out" by Yahweh (vs . 1); h e i s addressing those 
who doubt his joyous tidings of return c:md revenge (vss . 
2-3); finally, h e i s address i ne those I sraelites who h ad 
become well es t ablished in :Babylon, sat isfied with their 
we alth and station in one of the gr eat c enters of world 
-..--- --.---·----
72Torrey, op. 2 i!., p. 147. 
73No r th, The Sc~_9_!ld Isa i ah, p. 201 . 
7 4orlinsky , Ve~~~ :f_~stamcntu!E, , p. 91 . 
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culture (vs . 11). 75 The pro phet complains of t h e t ribu la-
tions h e h a s endured (vs . 6) in his role as s poke sman for 
Yahweh (vss. 4-5). His l aJ1W nt conc e r-ning h is uns oltcited 
obligation , and the tribula tions tha t this obligation gen--
erates , i s similar to the l aments of his predeces sors , f r om 
Moses to Elijah , from Amos to Jeremiah and Ezekiel.7 6 There 
is no idea of viea riou s suffe ring h e re . At the srune time , 
our prophet expresse s his c erta inty over t he truth of his 
message ; his "Vindic a tor" (mat s diq) i s n ear , and the doubt-
< e rs and a postates "will wear out like a g a rment ." 
The languag e in v ss . 8-9 is po s sibly t hat of t he l aw-
court, though this is not as certa in as many s cholars assume .77 
In any c ase, we should avoid c a lling the l anguage "foren s ic" 
bec ause of that term 1 s theolog ical connotations (e. g . , " fo r-
ensic j1.wtification 11 is 11 a kind of a acq_ui ·t.tal or 1 decla r ing 
just' that takes no account of the actu a l cond ition of t he 
pers on s o a cqui ttc d u 78). r he !_liph 1 a l form o f the verb, 
h~tsdiq (us ed only twice in Deute ro I saiah : 50 : 8 ; 53 :11), 
is especia lly prone to the l a bel "forensic" s ince-as a 
c ausativ e·-i t can be transla t e d as "declared just" or "to 
make righte ous ." In the light of pos t-biblic a l theology, 
there i s a vast differenc e b e tween s uch tran s l a tions , and 
simply r ende ring the hi ;ph ' .a! a s "do justice" or "g ive judg e-
ment in favor of." 
(New 
I s . 51 :1, shim 'u ~la ' i rodfay ~sed~ ~~_yaqshay ~~!~· 
Hearken to me , you who pursu e d e liverance , you vvho seek 
the I •. ord . 
7 5Bright , o p . 9i t ., p . 363 . 
7 6orlinsky, Vc tus T~s t lli~tum , p . 90 . 
77North, Th e Second Isai eh , p. 203 . 
7 8John Macq_u·a~·~i e , - P~· :Lnci~l es of Chr:i.s b.an Th~..9._J.oa 
York : Charle s s cribner'8-·s·ons-;-I g66) -;-p-. -343-:-
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In ch. 51 , the mythopoeic and holy war associations 
of the word tse~c<l ( 1-t is u s ed fiv e times) are f used with 
more mundane associations ( su ch as t hose found in Deute r o-
nomy and J.t~ zekiel). The expression .!.9..2-!.~ ts_~_Qeq_ :in 51:1 
:cec alls Dt, 16:20 where we h e.:ve ~s~~..£9 .. t~e~~S. ~.?:E~.o~ ( t h e 
nsv trans l a tion ther e is "Justice , and only justtceJ you 
shall fol low") conc ludi ng a short section dealing with the 
proper administration of jus tice. Mu i l enburg ascertains 
the Deuteronomic rela tionship v1hen he states t h a t the word 
:E_~<:_Q.eg_ "bears either an ethical or an eschatolog icaJ. mean-
ing here. "79 But is it r eally a ques tion of either/ or? 
In ch . 51 Yahweh is portrayed as the omni potent cosmogenic 
warrior (vs . 9 ); t h e "historical" origins of the Israelites 
(vs , 2 ) are coupled with its present captivity ( v ss. 19-20) ; 
Yahvreh, the divJn.e warrior, avl':mges his people (vss . 22-23). 
Jd.l these elements come together here, and it is only natu-
ral tha t our poe t a l s o utilizes expressions evocative of 
I:n·ael ' s '' revealed " law ( transgression of Yahweh ' s torah 
s ent h e r into exile , while present adh e rence to it perpet-
uates h er existence). It s hould be noted that 51 :1 a l s o 
evokes an idea of j;_se~3 as a hypos t a tization, u s ed as a 
s ynonym for Yahweh in a parallelism . The word retain s its 
association with the "victory" ( tsede~l.) tha t Yahweh ' s venge-
ful 11 right ann" ( ts~~q_) will bring . 
I s . 51 : 5 , ~!'o;:_ t sidgi ~tsa • . ;;_:is~~· 
My deliverance draws ne a r speedily, my salva tion has 
gone forth . 
In 51:4 Deutero I saiah enlists the common Deutero-
nomic te rms tora.t! a nd mishpat . They a re emblematic o :f 
79Muilenbur·g , o E· cit . , V, 590 . 
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Yahweh's past revela tions, and are here u s ed as generators 
of the light of th e n a tions which will consol idat f~ the ex-
iles and l ead them out of the da rkness of captivity. Here 
!.ni s h pat a l s o refers to the "judgement" ag ainst the nations. 
In vs. 5, Yahweh's ~yedeq and ~e.~hu' ~ draw n ear, and the 
na tions will be subjugated ("my a rms wi.ll rule the peoplHs"). 
The two t er -ra.s gav_~ and l.acha l., while they can mean "wait in 
hope," should not be r endere d as such here. Th e RSV has 
correctly translated g-~~ as "wait," while incorrectly ren-
dering l§:S:_!laJ~ as "hope. 11 In Is. 60:9 the word Y.achal ap-
pears also ("the coas tlands sha ll wait for me"). In 60:9-14 
"coastlands" wait to be subdued, to pay tribute to Israel, 
to crouch abjectly before the Israelites. We h av e the same 
thought in 51:2 3 where the v anq·n1.shed shall make their backs 
like the g round for the Israelites to walk u pon ( cf. J os . 
J.O : 2 4; Z ech. 10 : 5) • 
In our verRe, tsede9.. is u s ed in a synonymous paral-
lelism with ;yespu•a. Here ~~ede9.. is evocative of Yahweh's 
mighty deeds in wa r (~sidaot ~~wh), and that attrj.bute of 
Yahweh which brings victory and deliverance from enemies 
in battle (Y.eshu 1 a). It cannot be overemphasized that we 
are not dealing here with theological concepts, but with 
the poetic enlistment of holy war language. "Hear, 0 Israel," 
begins the holy war recitation in Dt. 20:3-4, "you draw near 
this day to war against your enemies ••• do not fear ••• Yahweh 
your God goes with you, to fight for you ••• to g ive you vic-
tory" ( 1' hoshi • a). In Dt. 33:21, the tribe of Ga d is com-
mended for joining the conque s t with the rest of the tribes--
for carrying out t(3idgat ~E~· These examples s how us that 
God's ye s hu • ~ and ts e.d~.g__-at least as they were understood 
in connection with holy war--do not imply "divine grace" as 
that expre s s ion is u s u ally applied, but demand an active 
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involvement on th e part of the I s r ae lites , 
I s . 51 : 6, vi~hu~§--~~ !.'-~_lal_!! t j=.:_Y~E. ~:~::>. id1at~ !~ .t ~;r<?.;~:.at .• 
J3ut my salvation 'Ifill be forever , and my delivcranc:e 
will never b o ended . 
Uonce r:r:.ing ~-C?.:.l~~ (" fo reve r 11 ) and lo t<~_ch.~_! ( "nevc:r~ 
be ended") , Knight write:J that 11 Gocl ' s saving love does no t 
reach an end when we come t o tha t moment 'v'lhich Wf~ call t he 
end of the world. God ' s saving love mus t continu e with him 
to a ll e ternity. u80 But ~~1:-~ and t axcpaj! do not desig-
nate Knight ' s idea of eternity. The t e rm ~ol~ expresses 
only "dura tion of the earth" or " entire life. " The term 
taych~-~ means "s hat tcre cl u81 or "brought dovm . 11 
'I'he u sage of the parallel t erms L~-~h\~ and t sedeq 
is here identic a l with the usa~e in 51 :5. In vss . 5 , 6 a nd 
8 , .North t r ansla t es t hese terms interch angeably aB "victory" 
and " triuJD._ph . u 82 In the same three vers e~'J , Torrey renders 
tsedeq as '1victory ," while r endering ;x:es9.u.~ as "salvation" 
(~'li~) and "rescu e . "8 3 
Is . 51 ~ 7 , ~b-i~ cl~~-~ yo~.'~Y- tsedeg__ ~ toratl: v ' libBE_. 
Hearken to me , you v1ho know :r·ighteou sness , the pGopl e 
i n Vlhose h eart i s my l aw. 
:Possibly the word t sedeq has a compos i te meaning --·-·-
here. It is associated in context with the mighty acts of 
Yahweh and the i mpending triumph of I s~cael; the correlativ e 
stich offers a popular Deu'teronomic and prophetic thought 
cone c:r-ning the ideal obser·vance by the people of the " l aw. " 
-~--··--
80Kni.ght , op . 9i_!·, p . 213 . 
81Mu.ilenbu.rg , ?P· 2..-.'i:.!·, V, 59 4. 
82North , Tl~ Se_<:?_~nd_ ;r: sa:L<i;~ ' p. 60 . 
83Torrey , op. cit . pp. 249-50 . - -· 
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~the Israelites are here addressed by the pro rhe t as 
Y._C?d~-~~ ~-~~~..£9... · In a construct sta te before a noun , the 
pa rticiple "knowin~ " expresscB a sense of "expert in . 11 8 4 
1.'\l.rthermore ; the verb y~ implj. cs intj_mate, experiential 
knowledg e of something ( m.tch as carna l expe rience) . Thus 
the I s raelites are portrayed here as having intimate experi-
ence with the omnipotence of Yahweh, and als o as ha ving 
attained expertise :i.n the revealed l aw of Yahweh (referred 
'to in the subseo.uent stich) . Thn.t the tora~ is nor1 :i.n their 
hearts is not to imply that it h as been "spiri tu.ali zcd , 11 
detached from the particular observances of the "statu t es, " 
ordinances " and "commandments " (cf. Ezek. 36:27) . 'ro the 
Israelites, the heart is the locus of understanding , of 
prabrmat ic knowledge , the significance of the brain being 
tllem. 8 5 1 unknown to For Deute ro I saiah , t he I s r ae i t es ad-
dressed in this passage have atta ined the Deuteronomic and 
p:ropheti~~ ideal o:f becoming experts in just ac ts through· 
their now spontaneous performanc:e of Yahweh ' s req_uirements . 
He addresses the people with the act ive participle, not the 
imperfect or pe rfectum prophe~icum (cf. Jer . 31:33 ; Bzek . 
36 : 27 ) . By passing through the "furnace of affliction" and 
by adherence to the law, the Israelites now merit their 
triumphant return . 




my deliverance will be forever , and my 
generations. 
Here we have an effcctive repetition of 
in vs . 6 , with an inversion of the t wo 
84cf. North, Th~ §.~_cond I sai_~ , p . 210 . 
85Kohler , o:e. cit., pp . 145-46. 
sn.lva tj_on to 
the f inal 
terms . 
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'fho s e who will be devoured. by the 11vl0rm 11 and the "moth" in 
the prce e ding di s tich , who will "die like gna"ts 11 :in vo. 6 , 
are th e o ppres ~-dng peoples who will suf fer Yahweh ' s judg e-
ment ( ~~sl_! _ pat) , the 11 rule" (!!lj.s hpat) of hi s 11 e.rms 11 (vss. 4~5) . 
Is. 53 :11, E._~to ;r.c;:.:~f?_2-~q. ts~l~..9. 9_vdi l:__'.rab im ::.c.:.~_..£_!].<?,."ta.m 
hu VE~o~. · 
:By his knowledee shall the rirrhteous one , my servant, 
mc-..kn many to be accounted righteous; and he shall bear 
their iniquiti~s . 
It is difficult for the disinterested scholar to ad-
dress the commentary encompassing Is. 53 ; many (perhaps 
most) commentators have a llowed their theolog ical presu p-
p~sitions to guide both their interpretations and the ir 
aesthe tic sens ibilities (''It is the most wond~rful bit of 
religious poetry in all literature, 11 writes Torrey, lH'esum-
ably after BCY'Ll.tinizing all of the "religious poetry in a ll 
J . t t .. 86) .~ era ;u.re • 
Concerning the identity of the servant in this pas-
sage , there is much dispn.te amone scholars . Perhaps the 
majortty view the servant h ere as a personification of Is-
rat:~l; others see him as an ideal messianic figure; a dis-
tinct minority identify the servant as the prophet himself. 
As for the mission of the servant, few scholars disagree: 
hio task is to suffer vicariou s ly, to bear the sins of the 
gui lty as an ac t of propitiation. "The servan-t h as taken 
on him the guil t of •us a ll,'" writes Muil enburg . 87 The 
passag es reflect "I?ra~l' s 9-tonemen~ :for ~~~ Genti_J.eg,, 11 
writes Torrey. 88 According to Pfeiffer , "The great thought 
. -------~-- -·--
86Torrey , £E• cit., p. 409. 
87Muilenburg, o 12· ciJ.. , V, 629. 
88Torrey, OE· cit., p. 409 . 
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of the atoning effectiveness of the suffering and d eath 
1urnish ed the i aterpre tation of t he death of Jesus on the 
cross : Christianity canno ·t be understood without the Sec-
ond I saiah . "89 The theological impo rtance attached to ch . 
53 ( attested to in Pfeiffer's statement) has , we believe, 
gene ~cated scholarly fictions conce:rning its content. The 
servant--viewed as an :i.nc.lividual or as Israel-is not suf-
fering vicariously so tha·t the many might be "declared in-
nocent even though they were in reality gv_il ty . n 90 ~rhe 
Israelites do not need anyone to atone for their gu :Ll t . As 
Deutero Isaiah makes it abundantly clear, the Israelites 
were sent into exile becaused they had transgressed against 
Yahweh; they had suffered double for their transgressions 
( 40 : 2) ; no·,~-~, "the penalty having been paid by Israel in the 
fullest measure , God w:ill restore His people to their home-
l and.11 9l The "Gentiles " c e rtainly were not guilty of trans-
gressions ( J?.::~f.:_~:_) against Ya.hweh. 'rhey were outside the 
covenant; Yahweh had made no demands against which they 
might rebel ( _Eesha ') . Nor had they suffered "sickness " and 
" pains " which needed healing (v s . 4-5). 92 It is absurd t o 
believe that any ancient I s raelite envisioned his people ' s 
calamity as atonement for foreigners . The very idea of 
suffering vic a riously so that the wicked might go unpun-
ished i s inimical to Old Testament literature as a whole 
( the scapegoats described in Lev. 16 :8-26 do not have a 
propitiatory function; they are stmply vehicles for the 
elimination of sin and impurity). 
------------------
89Robert H. Pieiffer, Introduction to the Old Testa-
ment (N ew York : Harper & Bro thers--;-·T§48"), pp. -419-8'6 . ----· 
90Muilenburg , op. cit ., V, 630 . 
9lorlinsky , Vet_~~ !~~!~£..:r:tum, p . 24. 
9 2 0 p . £.it • ' p . 5 3 • 
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We unders t and the personage in Is . 53 to be the pro-
phet himself. He is l amenting the fact tha t although he is 
innoecnt of any transgression , h e has been c ompelled to 
suffer the collective r.nm:Lshment of his people ; moreover, 
he l aments the suffering he has endured b ecause of his pre-
sent occupation, yiz., spokesman for God. Elijah, Jeremiah, 
Ezekiel and Uriah all suffered because of th0ir c a l l ing; "it 
was their occupational h a!'-ard 11 which 11 nec cssarily brought 
into their wake suffering , and abuse , and jail, and even 
death ••• None of them h ad committed any sin for which they 
were suffe:r·ing . 11 93 The prophet ' s l ament often t a"ke G· the 
form of poetic hyperbole where he describe s himself a s "a 
lamb that i s led to the slaughter" (c f . Jer. 11:19) and as 
one "cut off from the l and of the living" (cf . Je:c. 11:18-
20) • 9 4 Such exp:cessions in no wuy imply an actual death; 
in fac ·t , the prophet goes on to describe (vss . 10-12) the 
long n.:nd prODI>e rous life of the central personage---his re-
ward fo-e enduring the pains of hin calling ( scholars who 
envisage a vicarious suffering unto death would have us 
understand thes e final verses as expressing 11 the idea of 
resurrection or r es toration of life. "95 'rhe theological 
predisposition informing such interpretations is obvious). 
The original Hebrew text of ch. 53 is hardly intact 
e.nd many verses simply defy trans lation as they stand ; vs. 
11 is one of these verseB . Th8 verbs ~!~eh and l...-isb~ 
are left hanging without objects. North would read or after 
yir' e~, giving us "he s hall see ltght. 1196 'forrey reads 
b' dato ("by his knowledge 11 ) with the prec eding l~~ and 
93o~. £it ., p. 57. 
94op. c~t., pp. 60-61. 
95rliuilenburg, .2.J~· cit., V, 629. 
96North, !.1?~~ sec:~~ Isaie;,l]._ , p. 2 44. 
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transposes ;;ul.ts~icl and t~r..~: '1He will be satiofied with 
t he knowledg e tha t he is rj.ght; My servant will bring many 
to the rightS u 97 At one time North deleted ~t-~9-dtg_ ao a 
dittograph, 9 but later retains it and trans l ates, 11 my ser-
v ant , himself righteouB, shall bring righteouonf~Ss to the 
many. 11 99 North doubts that the acl j ec tival attribute ( j;!l_~~?:.gJ 
is in an apposi tione_l relation with the noun (.2;!_di) , and 
prefers to understand it as a cons true t , · 11 a kind of f;uper-
lative ." Yet North admits that such an understanding is 
barely s upported by the analogies he proffers . 100 The Jew-
ish Publication Society renders ts~diq_ as an appell ation 
of God: 11\'/ho by his knowledg e did justify the Ri ghteous One 
to the many . 11 This makes good sense in view of the pro-
phet ' s understanding of his mission, but it places the noun 
(2_:_di) in an untenable position . 
For lack of convincing arguraents to the contrary·, we 
believe tha t tsadia should be deleted as a. dittograph. .. """"" 
While not totally convinced, we would-with Torrey and North--
read b' dat~ as the object of yisba~_; this at least allows 
for a smooth 3:3 meter in the following distich, which we 
would understand as follows: 11My servant has caused many to 
become right, since he has bore their punishment" (bore the 
consequences of their transgression). The imperfect verbs 
(yatsdi9.. and yisbol) are used here to express accomplished 
actiona that are regarded as still infJ:nencing the present . 101 
:rhe second stich ( 11 since he has bore their -puni shmen t") is 
97Torrey, £E· cit. , p. 422. 
98North, The Suf}'e~~:!lG. ~....£:~~ ' p. 1~6 . 
99North, Th~ Second IsaiPJ: , p . 65. 
lOOop. cit., p. 233 . 
lOlGesenius-Kautzsch, o~. cit., p . 316. 
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a circurnotant:ial ver1Ja1 clause that states the particu lar 
circumstance under Vlhich he Hcaused many t o b ecom.e right ., 11 
The TISV rendering of the entire distich j .n the future t ense 
s imply does not ma.ke sense in regard to the desc ription of 
the servant ' s prosperity in the preceding stichoi , nor in 
regard to the "therefore 11 ( !~b~~E.) that b egins vs . 12 :::m<l 
is clearly the apodosis of vs. 11. The RSV translation is 
possibly guided by a d es ire to express the "cont inuing effi-
cacy11102 of the "res urrected" servant 's YIOrk ( this same 
desire probably generated the unwa rranted transla tion of 
vs. 6 into the present perfect) . While a.'"l idea of continu-· 
ing efficacy can be said to accrue to the i mperfect verbs 
here ( our own description of the · verbs above implies this ), 
we believe that the RSV transla tion i s influenc ed by a de-
sire to posit a £~cept of continuing e fficacy, rather than 
to con:municate a semen. tic modality. Such a desire is cer-
tainly b(-~hind Muilenburg's understanding of the "al terna-
tion of the perfect and imperfect of the verbs as desig-
nating an act accomplished once for all and one that h as 
continuing efficacy. n10 3 Muilenburg's applica iii on of this 
statement to vs. 11 is odd, since all. of t he v erbs in this 
verse are imperfect. Moreover , any "alternation of the 
perfect and imperfect!' that does occur in our chapter, is 
the same as occurs throughout the Bible (e.g., contiguous 
vav ~ir~kh clauses) • 
I s . 54:14, bitsdag_ah tii::_o.E_ani ! acha.q i ~~sh~.9,_ · 
In righteousness you shall be es tablished; you shall be 
far from oppression. 
10 2t~1uilenburg , 2..E· cit. , V, 6 30. 
10 39 :e. c it . 
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Chapter 54 is a nationalistic poom of a osure>...nce, 
promising the restoration of Zion a nd the final triumph of 
the Isra elites. Yahweh is poTtrayed as the s oJ.).c i tous hus-
band, encouraging hi.s wife, Israel, to anticipate conquest, 
prosperity and strength . The explicit nationalism here 
poses difficulties for those comment ators who view Deutero 
I saiah' s mission as one of internationa l concern. rrorrey 
claims that it is "evident that no 'prophet of the Babylon-
ian exile ' is writing. Jerusalem is exhorted to expand on 
all sides , adding n ew terri tory to her fonner extent, in 
confidence of increasing prosperity. u10 4 Nort}l admits that 
"Notwithstanding D I ' s universalism ••• there is a note of 
nationalism , even of revanch.ism 11 in this chapter. This 
"irredentism," North continues , 11 ••• is a legacy from the ••• 
accounts of the conquest of the promised l and. "l05 Unlike 
Torrey, North attributes this poem to the prophet of the 
exile , yet fails to perceive that the "note of nationalism" 
predominates in chn. 40-55. Our c·ontention tha t Deutero 
Isaial1 often enlisted the l anguage of holy war, evocative 
of the ritual conquest, is supported (at least in relation 
to our presen t chapte r) by North' s statements . The word 
tscl3ah in vs. 1 4 , then, should be understood as pointing 
to Yabweh 1 s mighty deeds in war , to victory, and perhaps 
even to a hypostasis of Yahweh: his _!~edect , his attribute 
of 11 justice," his retributive "right arm ," will "establish" 
Israel and protect her from all enemies. North, on the other 
hand, unconvincingly asserts that the "only adequate trans-
lation of tBdagah. here is 1 r·igh teousness . 1 11106 
10 ~orrey , ~· cit. , p . 42 3. 
105North, ~he Second. Isaiah, p. 249. 
l06op. ci~., p. 253. 
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Is. 54:17 , _zo~~- !!.?~~-~..:..~~! ~v~~-l ~wh "!-~~s id_£t~~-~m ~e • i ~~~ 
~-~~r~ ~h v~. 
'l'hiu is th e heritage of the servants of t he r~o:rd and 
their vindication :from me, says the :Lo r d. 
The word nachalat i s to be unde:rsto od h ere as the 
cli..mactic equivalent of the word ;yj~~!:_ (nsv " possess ") in 
vs. 3. 1'he root ;:r.: a~rE-s~ "is the verb regularly u sed in the 
story of the conquest of Canaan , whe:ce it involven t he driv-
ing out of the origina l Canaanites and taking possession of 
their l and. 11107 North , who has h ad no diff iculty in trans~ 
l atine tsedeq as "victo.ry" in previous chapt e rs, heoi tates ----u.o.-a .. ~... 
in ch . 54: 11 In the e arlier (especially Deuteronom.:i.c) liter-
a:ture Israel ' s ' inheritance' is the promi sed land of Ca-
naan ••• We may h ere giv e to tsda_g._ah any content from •vindi-
c a t ion ' (RSV) to ' salvatio.n• ••• and 'righteousness ,'" but 
not '"victory ' in a military sense . "108 I t i s interesti ng 
·to :note the.t North would not obj ect to rendering tsed~ 
here as "salvation"; we are thus shown how distant t he theo-
logical concept of "salvation" h as become from the mili tar--
ily evocative word y~hu.~. But as North blithely states , 
Deutero Isa iah "was more concerne d with the sp).ri tual than 
with the material welfare of 'the servants of the Lord . ' 11 l09 
The "note of nationalism" in ch. 54 clearly 
mantic 
We understand the word tsdaoah in vs. __ __.._
equiva lent to the word t s d §l518:!!_ in vs. 
107snaith, Vet~ rresta~_£ntum, p. 162. 
l08North, The S~con~ I~aiah, p. 254. 
109o :Q. ei t. 
afflicts North. 
17 as the se-
14 above. 
CONCLUDING REMAllKS 
According to Wittg ens t e in , "the meaning of a word is 
in i t s use in the l anguage."1 A word has no es s entia l mean-
ing ; it is a semantic marker. The lan [:;uage of Deutero Is-
aiah is not a theological language, but a poetic language; 
the semantl.c variations adhering to the word _:!;s~~<.:.9.. in his 
poetry are determined by historical and poetic al, not theo-
logical, considerations. Far too often, scholars have ab-
stracted the word from the hiotorical background informing 
this poetic use, and have attached ts..~_S!._eq_ to an assumed 
theological pattern c alled "salvati.on history ." :But Deu.tero 
Isaiah does not offer us a the ological perspective of orien-
tation toward a synthetic culmination of salvation. In-
stead , he offers to h~~ people , in their circumstance, a 
poe tically aJaplified message of encouragement; a descrip-· 
tion o f ' the ~)~nipotence of their dispa r aged god , and the 
victorious re ~3 toration that they will attain under Yahweh ' s 
tutelag e . In some contexts, his use of the word tsedeg_ 
recalls the mighty deeds of Yahweh and of Israel ' s warriors 
during the Conquest, the holy war wherein they possessed 
their cherished Zion . Tsedeq is sometimes found in pas-
s ages evoking mythopoe ic imag es of Yahweh a s cosmogonic 
king and divine warrior; ts~d~~ often seems to be a hypo-
stasis of Yahweh , exercising mi eht in acts of creation , 
battle, and judie ious revenge . Finally, the prophet ' s use 
of t s ede9, is informed by the more ordinary a pplications of 
this word, rela ted to proper actions and to juriatic for-
mula e, ruuch a s we find the word enlisted in the Deutero-
nomic lite r a ture and the other :prophets . The v a rious 
lLudwig Wittgens 'te in, J:hiloso phic a l ;rnvest igations, 
3rrl e dition, tran s . G. B. M. i\"P:sc o1nb e TRevi York : Macmillan 
Publishing Co . , 1958) , p . 20 . 
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connotat i ons were not new to the Israelites , but we r e part 
of their intertwined lj. terary, historical and reJ.:i.g ious 
language , and wure readily comprehensible to t hem. Vle are 
not prcuented with any theolog ical innovations in this po-
e t ry , bnt.---for the most part--w.i th an enthusiastic cele-
brat:i.on of elements that had informed tho national reli-
gion of Israel for centuries . 
In t he course of this study we have often opposed 
the interpretat ions of several fine scholars. We cannot 
h elp but feel presumptuou s vvhile criticizing the conclu-
s i ons of men wrl.O have devoted their lives to the study of 
Dcutero Isaiah . Probably our criticisms were sometimes 
harsh, and merely exhibited the ove r-reaction of youth-
ful enthusl.amn , en joying its :fir3 t taste of schola rly en-
g:::..gement. We cannot close , however , without :mentioning 
our deeply felt :respect for these scholars , and without 
apologi:z,ing for be ing unabl e-within the meagre scope of 
our study-to present the best fruits of their pains t aking 
l abor. Without their work , this study would not have been 
posBible . We are especially gr ateful for the excellent 
studies produced by Muil enburg , North and Torrey . Although 
Torrey ' s work firs t appeared f i f ty years ago , his textual 
analys i s i s still invaluable, a..'t'ld his discussion on the 
prophet's poetic form has not .. , to our knowledge , been sur-
passed . The endurance of his work is indic a tive of the 
quality of scholarship we have had the pleasur e of encoun-· 
terine in the course of our study. 
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